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The Northern Chile forearc constrained by 15 years of permanent seismic
monitoring

Christian Sippl1,∗, Bernd Schurr2, Jannes Münchmeyer2,4, Sergio Barrientos3, Onno Oncken2

Abstract

In this review article, we compile seismological observations from the different constituent parts of the

Northern Chile forearc: the downgoing Nazca Plate, the plate interface, the upper South American Plate

as well as the mantle wedge beneath it. As Northern Chile has been monitored by a network of permanent

seismic stations since late 2006, there is a wealth of observations that enables us to characterize the structure

as well as ongoing processes in the forearc throughout the last 15 years. We put an emphasis on the

analysis of seismicity, for which we have extended a massive earthquake catalog that now contains >180,000

events for the years 2007-2021. Moreover, we draw on published results for earthquake mechanisms, source

properties, seismic velocity structure, statistical seismology and others, and discuss them in context of results

from neighboring disciplines. We thus attempt to provide a comprehensive overview on the seismological

knowledge about the structure and ongoing processes in the Northern Chile forearc, a breviary of which is

found in the following:

The Northern Chile megathrust hosted two major earthquake sequences during the analyzed time period.

The 2007 Mw 7.8 Tocopilla earthquake broke the deep part of the megathrust just north of Mejillones

Peninsula, whereas the 2014 Mw 8.1 Iquique earthquake ruptured the central segment in the north of the

study region. The latter event has a highly interesting preparatory phase, including a significant foreshock

sequence as well as aseismic slip transients. Besides these large events, background seismicity elsewhere on

the megathrust may be helpful for characterizing the earthquake potential and locking state in the remaining

seismic gap.

The downgoing Nazca Plate in Northern Chile exhibits very high seismicity rates, with the vast majority

of earthquakes occurring at depths of ∼80-140 km with downdip extensive mechanisms. While seismic

tomography shows no sudden changes in slab geometry along strike, seismicity describes peculiar offsets

that may be linked to subducted features on the oceanic plate. Upper plate seismicity likewise shows strong

variations along strike, with the north and south of the study area showing only weak activity, whereas

the central segment shows pervasive microseismicity throughout the upper plate, all the way to the plate

interface. These earthquakes have thrust and strike-slip mechanisms with P-axes striking roughly N-S,

indicating margin-parallel compression that may be connected to the concavity of the margin.
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1. Introduction1

The subduction plate margin in Northern Chile is one of the most seismically active regions on this2

planet. The activity encompasses all its structural parts: within the last 20 years, the Northern Chile3

megathrust ruptured with an M8.1 and two M>7.5 events, the subducted Nazca Plate hosted one M>7.54

and about 20 M>6 earthquakes and the upper South American Plate still featured two events of M>6.5

Due to its status as a prominent seismic gap that had not ruptured since 1877 (see Figure 1), the region6

has been permanently monitored with seismic stations since late 2006. With 15 years of uninterrupted7

station coverage, Northern Chile is one of the better-monitored subduction zone segments globally. The8

M8.1 Iquique earthquake in 2014 (Schurr et al., 2014; Ruiz et al., 2014; Hayes et al., 2014) partially closed9

the seismic gap, but great earthquakes are still expected to the south and north of it (Lay and Nishenko,10

2022), so that ongoing observation of the region is essential. The present article is an attempt to summarize11

the seismological state-of-knowledge on the Northern Chile forearc between Arica at the Peruvian border12

(∼18.3◦S) and the Mejillones Peninsula in the south (∼23.5◦S; see Figure 1). We will present an overview13

of observations that was gained from past and ongoing seismological experiments, while also introducing14

and analyzing an extended and comprehensive microseismicity catalog that covers the years 2007 to 202115

(>180,000 events), and thus allows us to investigate long-term trends. After introducing the regional tectonic16

setting (Section 2) and describing the seismicity catalog (Section 3), we compile observations and conceptual17

models for the different constituent parts of the Northern Chile forearc: the plate interface (Section 4), the18

downgoing plate (Section 5), the mantle wedge (Section 6) and the upper plate (Section 7). In each of19

these sections, we will draw on seismological evidence for the observation summary and include results from20

neighboring disciplines such as geodesy or geology for the discussion of ongoing processes. Lastly, we will21

provide an outlook onto potential interactions between the different parts of the forearc (Section 8).22

2. Tectonic Setting23

Regional plate kinematics in Northern Chile are prescribed by the slightly oblique ENE-directed conver-24

gence between the downgoing oceanic Nazca Plate and the South American Plate with a relative velocity25

of about 6.7 cm/yr (Angermann et al., 1999; Norabuena et al., 1998; Jarrin et al., 2022). The Nazca Plate26
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is 46-52 Ma old where it impinges on the trench (Figure 1; e.g. Müller et al., 2008). Beyond the trench, it27

acquires a slab dip of 20-25◦, which makes it a region of conventional subduction in-between two flat slab28

sections in Southern Peru (e.g. Bishop et al., 2017) and Central Chile (Ramos and Folguera, 2009). With29

a thermal parameter of 1500-1750 (e.g. Syracuse et al., 2010), the Northern Chile subduction zone can be30

classified as intermediate between young and warm subduction zones like Cascadia and old and cold ones31

like Tonga or NE Japan. The Northern Chile forearc is situated at the latitude where the Andean orogen32

reaches its largest width and exhibits two major ∼4 km high plateaux (Altiplano and Puna) in the backarc33

(e.g. Oncken et al., 2006; Beck et al., 2015). The Nazca Plate offshore Northern Chile features crustal34

thicknesses between 6 to 8 km in most places (e.g. Tassara et al., 2006; Patzwahl et al., 1999; Ranero and35

Sallarès, 2004), which conforms to the global average (Grevemeyer et al., 2018). Along the NE-to-NNE-36

striking Iquique Ridge (Figure 1), a hotspot track that formed 45-50 Ma ago and started colliding with37

South America 40 Ma ago (Bello-González et al., 2018; Contreras-Reyes et al., 2021b), crustal thickness38

values of up to 13 km have been detected (Myers et al., 2022). The margin is sediment-starved due to a39

lack of sediment delivery, a result of the extreme aridity in the forearc (e.g. von Huene and Scholl, 1991),40

readily exposing normal-faulting scarps in the Outer Rise region (e.g. Geersen et al., 2018) as well as the41

deep trench (>8000 m).42

To the north of the study region, the entire margin describes a westward concave arc, the “Arica Bend”.43

Onshore, the Northern Chile forearc is made up of a series of four older magmatic arcs which date back44

until the Jurassic, a setup that was formed due to long-term subduction erosion of the upper plate and45

stepwise arc retreat since that time (e.g. Rutland, 1971; von Huene and Scholl, 1991; Haschke et al., 2006).46

The present morphology of the forearc is characterized by the presence of the Coastal Cordillera - exposing47

the Jurassic magmatic arc (Figure 2) - which gives rise to significant topography close to the coastline (see48

inset in Figure 1). The Longitudinal Valley - overlying the Cretaceous arc - separates the Coastal Cordillera49

from the Precordillera (the Paleogene arc) and Western Cordillera, which sits on the western shoulder of the50

plateau and constitutes the current active magmatic arc. In the northern part of the Western Cordillera,51

recent volcanism is notably absent from a region between about 19.5 and 20.5◦S, which is referred to as the52

Pica Volcanic Gap (Wörner et al., 1992, Figures 1 and 2). In the southeast of the study area, the Salar53

de Atacama is an anomalous crustal block (e.g. Reutter et al., 2006; Schurr and Rietbrock, 2004) with low54

topography, which prescribes a prominent eastward deflection of the magmatic arc (Figure 1). Neogene55

kinematics of the forearc is controlled by extensional structures in the upper crust of the outer forearc and56

the Coastal Cordillera (e.g. von Huene and Ranero, 2003) and by contractional to strike-slip tectonics in the57

Andes western flank monocline and Precordillera (Victor et al., 2004). Reflection seismic studies (Sick et al.,58

2006) and analysis of focal mechanisms of megathrust earthquake aftershocks (Schurr et al., 2012) provide59

evidence that kinematics at depth may be contraction-dominated throughout the forearc. As evidenced from60

the analysis of InSAR data (Shirzaei et al., 2012), this contraction regime may involve the upper forearc61
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crust as well in certain stages of the megathrust seismic cycle. Finally, the central part of the study area62

near the symmetry axis of the Andes orocline at ∼20-21.5◦S (Gephart, 1994) is closely linked to a zone of63

trench-parallel contraction of the entire forearc crust (Allmendinger and González, 2010).64

3. Data65

3.1. Seismic station deployment history66

While Northern Chile was the focus of several short-term temporary deployments of seismic stations and67

regional triggered and telemetered short-period networks in the 1990s and early 2000s (e.g. Comte et al.,68

1999; Asch et al., 2006), modern permanent continuous broadband monitoring began with the installation69

of the first stations of the IPOC initiative in late 2006 (network CX; see GFZ and CNRS-INSU, 2006). Since70

then, the number of permanent stations of the backbone network has steadily increased (see http://ipoc-71

network.org), so that there is a total of 28 broadband stations in the region today, some of them part of the72

networks of the CSN (Centro Sismológico Nacional; Barrientos, 2018) and GEOFON. In addition to these73

permanent stations, several temporary deployments were conducted in the past 15 years, many of them in74

the wake of the two large megathrust earthquakes (the Mw 7.8 Tocopilla earthquake in November 2007 and75

the Mw 8.1 Iquique earthquake in April 2014). The configuration of the seismic networks, which formed and76

form the base for all the research that will be summarized in this article, is shown in Figure 3. All of these77

data are archived and freely available from GEOFON (https://geofon.gfz-potsdam.de/waveform/archive/)78

or IRIS (https://www.iris.edu/hq/).79

3.2. IPOC seismicity catalog80

This article makes use of the IPOC seismicity catalog, an extension of the previously published and81

analyzed catalog of Sippl et al. (2018). While the previous version of the catalog covers the years 2007-2014,82

the new IPOC catalog (freely available for download: see Acknowledgments) contains 7 more years of data83

(2007-2021). It is compiled in a semi-automated fashion, using a simple STA/LTA trigger (e.g. Withers84

et al., 1998) for initial pick generation, more sophisticated pickers (MPX and spicker ; Di Stefano et al.,85

2006; Diehl et al., 2009) for the determination of P- and S-arrivals, and eventually yields a double-difference86

(Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000) relocated catalog with location uncertainties <5 km inside the utilized87

network geometry. Events with epicenters clearly outside the footprint of the station network (Figure 3)88

can have substantially larger location uncertainties. The procedure of automated event detection, waveform89

picking and hypocenter (re)location is described in detail in Sippl et al. (2018). Although the here presented90

IPOC catalog is an extension of the Sippl et al. (2018) catalog, there will be subtle location differences for91

most events between the two catalogs. This is a consequence of the use of relative relocation for all events,92

so that the addition of new events also modifies the locations of previously existing ones.93

94
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Sippl et al. (2018) categorized events based on their hypocentral depths and their location relative to95

the surface of the downgoing Nazca Slab (Figure 4). In the updip part of the slab, events in the upper plate96

(UP), on the plate interface (P1) as well as the upper (P2) and lower (P3) plane of intraslab earthquakes are97

distinguished based on their distance from the slab surface model of Sippl et al. (2018), as shown in Figure98

4a. Intraslab events further east and at deeper depths are referred to as intermediate-depth seismicity (ID),99

whereas events outside the other class definitions as well as far outside the seismic network are given the100

class identifier NN (see Figure 4b). In the present article, we use the same classification scheme (details101

outlined in Table 1 of Sippl et al., 2018) and colors, but modified it in two ways. Firstly, we now require102

events that get classified as occurring within the upper plate (class UP) to have hypocentral depths shal-103

lower than 60 km. This was introduced to avoid mislabelling of some outlier intraslab events that end up104

located too shallowly, significantly above the slab surface, in the eastern part of the study area. Secondly, we105

defined an additional class MI that contains mining-related seismicity. We mapped visible mining locations106

in GoogleEarth (mining in Northern Chile occurs predominantly with open pits, so locations are clearly107

visible in satellite imagery), and defined all events that occur with less than 15 km epicentral distance from108

a mapped mining location and a hypocentral depth of less than 15 km as belonging to class MI. Figure 5109

shows location plots of events from classes MI and UP, as well as histograms of event origin times, which110

show that nearly all events thus defined to belong to class MI occur during local daytime, most prominently111

between 10 am and 8 pm, which is a clear hint that they are related to human activity. The much more112

even distribution of origin times of class UP events throughout all 24 hours of the day lends confidence that113

the vast majority of these events has a tectonic origin.114

115

The IPOC catalog 2007-2021 contains a total of 182,847 events, the vast majority of which (129,312)116

occurred inside the downgoing Nazca Plate (classes ID: 116,027; P2: 8,103; P3: 5,182). 15,162 events117

were classified as having occurred on the plate interface, 30,371 events in the upper plate (16,927 of which118

were classified as mining-related). Magnitudes for the IPOC catalog were determined using the calibrated119

approach of Münchmeyer et al. (2020). A summary of the spatial and temporal distribution of seismicity120

contained in the IPOC catalog is given in Figure 6, and a series of W-E cross sections is shown in Figure121

7. We will analyze different parts and event classes of the IPOC catalog in greater detail in the following122

Sections.123

4. The subduction megathrust124

Megathrusts are the frictional contact between the two converging plates in subduction zones. As the125

prefix implies, their dimensions are huge, as they often measure thousands of kilometers in strike direction126

and hundreds of kilometers in width. They produce the largest known earthquakes. In Northern Chile,127
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the megathrust measures ∼500 km along-strike, first striking north and then curving westward, and ∼150128

km in downdip direction, reaching depths of 60 km beneath the coastal region. It has produced M>8129

earthquakes in the past as well as within our observation period and constitutes the largest seismic hazard130

to the region. In the following, we collect current knowledge about its structure, properties, segmentation131

and recent significant earthquakes.132

4.1. Historical megathrust earthquakes133

Written historical records about past earthquakes in Northern Chile unfortunately do not extend far134

into the past. Due to the extremely arid and hostile environment, the region was very sparsely populated,135

particularly in the coastal region, providing few historical sources before the mid-19th century, when saltpeter136

mining caused a first boom of settlement and activity. Before the 19th century, the Peruvian coast to the137

north has longer and more complete historical records than Northern Chile. In Figure 1, we provide a138

summary of large earthquakes on the Northern Chile megathrust from the two large earthquakes of 1868139

and 1877 onwards, while we discuss less well-constrained but significant earlier events in the following.140

The earliest giant megathrust earthquake (Mw ∼9.5) that has left traces along the Northern Chile margin141

was inferred to have occurred ∼3800 years ago based on archeological evidence and tsunami deposits (Salazar142

et al., 2022). This event may have caused an exceptional social disruption of prehistoric hunter gatherer143

communities reflected in archeological sites along the Chilean coast between 28◦S and 20◦S, corroborated by144

littoral deposits. If its inferred extent is correct, this rupture would have propagated across the Mejillones145

Peninsula, which acted as barrier for more recent earthquakes (1877, 1995, 2007; see below and Section146

4.4.1) and is considered a possibly persistent rupture barrier based on long-term uplift patterns (Victor147

et al., 2011). Except for this one very early event, all evidence for historical earthquakes postdates the148

arrival of the Spanish in the region. An earthquake that was felt throughout the Tarapacá province and as149

far as southern Peru in 1543 was estimated to have occurred between 19◦S and 20◦S (Greve, 1964; Comte150

and Pardo, 1991). Since no reports of a tsunami exist, it may also have been a deeper intraplate event151

(Ruiz and Madariaga, 2018). Comte and Pardo (1991) assigned it a magnitude of 7.7 based on macroseismic152

observations. In 1615, a strong earthquake affected the city of Arica, now in northernmost Chile, and Tacna153

in southern Peru. Its epicenter was estimated at 19.5◦S, 70.5◦W (Figure 9) with a magnitude of 7.9 based154

on intensity estimates (Comte and Pardo, 1991). Reports of a tsunami likely make it an interplate event.155

Another event before 1768, estimated at a magnitude of 7.7 (Comte and Pardo, 1991), destroyed churches156

in the towns of Pica and Matilla (similar to, e.g., the 2005 Mw 7.8 intermediate depth Tarapacá event;157

see Section 5). Like the 1543 earthquake, this event may also have been an intraplate event (Ruiz and158

Madariaga, 2018). In the year 1871, an earthquake caused damage in the city of Iquique, was felt from159

Copiapó to Lima, and apparently caused a tsunami. An epicenter at 20.1◦S, 71.3◦W (Figure 9) and a160

magnitude between 7 and 7.5 were estimated (Comte and Pardo, 1991).161
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The earthquake of May 10th, 1877, was the first great earthquake that was well documented to affect162

northern Chile, and the last event to have ruptured the Northern Chile seismic gap. It occurred nine years163

after the 1868 Arequipa earthquake (Mw 8.5-8.8) that strongly affected the Peruvian coast to the north (e.g.164

Lomnitz, 2004). A strong tsunami was documented along the Chilean coast and across the Pacific. Comte165

and Pardo (1991), based on isoseismal intensity estimates, suggest an epicenter at 21◦S, 70.25◦W (Figure 9),166

and a rupture length of 420 km corresponding to a magnitude of 8.8. Vigny and Klein (2022), in this issue,167

make a careful reappraisal of the historical sources used by Comte and Pardo (1991) and Kausel (1986) and168

find that this suggested rupture length was likely overestimated. They critically evaluated original reports169

and tsunami run-ups, and conclude that the earthquake likely only had an extent of 200-250 km based on170

the intensity-VIII macroseismic proxy and the impact of the tsunami. This downsized rupture area (see171

Figures 1 and 9) would lead to a magnitude of only 8.5 for the slip deficit accumulated for a ∼150-year172

period, i.e. the proposed recurrence interval of Northern Chile (Comte and Pardo, 1991). Its magnitude may173

have been larger in case the actual recurrence interval is longer, as could be supposed from the historical174

record outlined above. If the conclusions of Vigny and Klein (2022) hold true, the 1877 event would have175

only ruptured the “Loa” segment of the Northern Chile margin, which was defined using interplate locking176

models (see Section 4.2). This would then probably also restrict the dimension of the current seismic gap177

to this segment alone, which limits the expected magnitude of the next megathrust earthquake (see Section178

4.4.3).179

4.2. Interplate locking models180

Coupling or locking between the upper and lower plate during convergence elastically squeezes and buck-181

les the upper plate; the resulting deformation can be measured with space geodetic methods like GNSS or182

InSAR. GNSS campaigns in Northern Chile started in the 1990s (Klotz et al., 1999, 2001; Ruegg et al., 1996),183

and sites were regularly re-measured and densified over time, and later supplemented by continuous GNSS184

instrumentation (Báez et al., 2018). Spatial variations of measured onshore deformation can be inverted for185

variations in interplate locking, making assumptions on plate interface rheology and geometry. In Chile, the186

deepest part of the seismogenic zone on the plate interface is below land, and the trench-coast distance is187

comparatively small, i.e., only ∼100 km compared to e.g., ∼200 km in Japan or Sumatra (Williamson and188

Newman, 2018). This allows inversions of land-based GNSS data to reasonably well constrain the locking189

state of at least the lower part of the megathrust. Interplate locking is quantified as the ratio between the190

modeled backslip (Savage, 1983) on the megathrust and the secular convergence velocity, so that a value191

of 1 implies complete locking, whereas a value of 0 stands for a completely unlocked (i.e. freely slipping)192

megathrust. For Northern Chile, numerous locking models have been created over the years (see compi-193

lation in Figure 8), mainly relying on similar multi-year GNSS observations and some also adding InSAR194

line-of-sight interseismic deformation maps.195
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The first simple model of interseismic locking in Northern and Central Chile was obtained by Khazaradze196

and Klotz (2003) based on GNSS campaign data from the 1990s. Their elastic dislocation models required197

nearly full locking of the offshore megathrust. Shortly after, a similar result was obtained in a study that198

employed additional interseismic InSAR data from a single multi-year interferogram (Chlieh et al., 2004),199

with which a tapering of locking in the deepest part of the megathrust was constrained. This model was200

later updated, allowing for along-strike and along-dip variations, and extended into Peru to cover the entire201

Arica Bend (Chlieh et al., 2011). For Northern Chile, the model inferred almost uniformly high locking202

(∼0.8) with a small low-locking zone (LLZ) at the latitude of the city of Iquique (Figure 8). Lower locking203

values were retrieved north of 19◦S and around the Arica Bend, constrained by GNSS data from Peru.204

205

A whole line of locking models was created with the much denser datasets of Métois et al. (2013) and206

Métois et al. (2016), who used a total of 66 benchmark measurements acquired by various groups during207

different multi-year GNSS campaigns from the 1990s to 2012, as well as an additional 28 continuous sites.208

Métois et al. (2013) assumed a plane megathrust dipping at 20◦ and an elastic half space for inversion and209

tested a 2-plate and a 3-plate model; the latter includes an Andean sliver, which may move and deform210

independently. The 3-plate model reduces the average coupling of the megathrust by 30% (∼0.5 average211

coupling degree), which shows that estimates of seismic potential are strongly dependent on such modeling212

assumptions. Both the raw GNSS data and the resulting locking models show clear along-strike variation,213

resulting in three strongly coupled segments (named Camarones, Loa, and Paranal from north to south;214

Figure 8) separated by narrow low-locking barriers at Mejillones Peninsula and around 20.2◦S near Iquique215

(Figure 8). Schurr et al. (2014) adopted the data set of Métois et al. (2013) but inverted with a more realistic216

slab model (Hayes et al., 2012) and for a layered upper plate, applying a correction for Andean sliver move-217

ment and shortening. Similar to Métois et al. (2013), three distinct high coupling regions are resolved north218

and south of Mejillones Peninsula and north of Iquique. These are restricted by the coastline, with tapering219

of the locking degree further inland. Li et al. (2015) took GNSS data from Métois et al. (2013) and Kendrick220

et al. (2003) and used viscoelastic Green’s functions calculated from a detailed 3D finite-element model of221

the upper and lower plate. Schurr et al. (2020) used the same modeling strategy and parameterization with222

an extended data set (40 continuously recording sites, 71 survey-type sites). Both resulting models show a223

similar segmentation as previous ones (Métois et al., 2013, 2016), with a LLZ north of Mejillones and south224

of Iquique. The model of Hoffmann et al. (2018) is purely elastic and was implemented with a detailed 3D225

plate geometry and Andean sliver motion. They inverted both campaign (51 sites) and continuous (50 sites)226

horizontal and vertical-component GNSS data. Their model shows several highs and lows, as well as low227

coupling near the trench and below the coast. The high-locking zone between Mejillones and 21◦S present228

in all other models is here interrupted by a locking low near Tocopilla.229

230
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A second group of locking models was obtained from inverting InSAR data together with GNSS ob-231

servations. Béjar-Pizarro et al. (2013) stacked 18 Envisat interseismic interferograms covering the coastal232

area north and south of the Mejillones Peninsula and used the vertical signal from sparse continuous GNSS233

stations. InSAR line-of-sight (LOS) displacement, which is subvertical, has a peak on land and paralleling234

the coastline, thereby constraining the down-dip limit of strong locking that is supposedly located there235

(Malatesta et al., 2021). The obtained downdip boundary of locking was found to skirt around Mejillones236

Peninsula, implying that frictional behavior on the megathrust influences coastal morphology. Jolivet et al.237

(2020) used seven years of Envisat data to derive interseismic LOS velocity maps and, combined with the238

GNSS data set of horizontal velocities of Métois et al. (2016), inverted for locking with a Bayesian formalism.239

They obtained an almost continuous, elongated, strongly locked region across Mejillones Peninsula that ter-240

minates at ∼20.5◦S, keeping the region to the north mostly unlocked except for an offshore patch near the241

Iquique earthquake rupture area. In this model, locking terminates sharply close to the coastline, leaving242

the megathrust beneath the onshore region largely unlocked. This feature is more or less common to all243

models using InSAR data (Chlieh et al., 2011; Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2013; Jolivet et al., 2020, Figure 8) and244

stems from the observation of uplift along the coast, which requires strong locking to terminate towards the245

shoreline in elastic models. Horizontal shortening observations from GNSS are less sensitive to this boundary.246

247

Figure 8 shows all discussed locking models plotted within the same map and using the same color248

scale. They show significant differences, showcasing that differences in data coverage, modeling strategy,249

parameterization, and regularization strongly impact the resulting locking distributions. We calculated an250

average of those seven models that we could easily project onto a common grid (Métois et al., 2016; Chlieh251

et al., 2011; Jolivet et al., 2020; Hoffmann et al., 2018; Schurr et al., 2014, 2020; Li et al., 2015, Figure252

8). At first glance, most models show a pattern of three locking highs, separated by lowly locked barriers253

at Mejillones Peninsula and south of Iquique. This segmentation is also retained by the average model,254

suggesting it to be a robust feature. In addition, a subdued LLZ offshore Tocopilla appears to be traceable255

in the average model. The tapering of locking towards the trench in the average model is probably caused256

by increasing disparity between individual models towards the trench due to increasing lack of resolution,257

and hence should not be trusted. The barrier at Mejillones Pensinsula may be long-lived, consistent with258

historical earthquakes (Figure 1, Section 4.1) and regional morphology (Victor et al., 2011). The LLZ259

south of Iquique may have acted as a barrier of the 1877 event (Vigny and Klein, 2022) and also limited260

the 2014 Iquique earthquake to the south. Interestingly, this LLZ seems to have been occupied by the261

Mw 7.6 Iquique aftershock (see Section 4.4.2), which may, however, have actually ruptured in two clearly262

separated asperities up- and downdip (e.g. Jara et al., 2018), too small to be resolved interseismically.263

As mentioned above, locking models derived using InSAR data show an eastward termination of locking264

around the coastline. An essentially uncoupled megathrust below the coastal region (slab depth 40-55 km)265
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is, however, incompatible with the occurrence of large earthquakes at these depths (e.g. the Mw 7.8 2007266

Tocopilla event, see Section 4.4.1), as well as the observation of microseismicity (Figure 9) and lower plate267

compressional earthquakes (Bloch et al., 2018a; Sippl et al., 2019, Figure 15) there. We also plot the residual268

gravity field (Figure 8, upper left panel) from satellite altimetry (Bassett and Watts, 2015) for the offshore269

region. The high locking zone of the Loa segment apparent in most models as well as in the average is270

co-located with a gravity high, and this correlation is particularly clear for the locking high in the model of271

Jolivet et al. (2020). This stands in contrast to global observations that asperities on megathrusts tend to be272

associated with gravity lows (Wells et al., 2003; Song and Simons, 2003), which was interpreted as indicating273

basal erosion of the upper plate in response to locally high friction on these patches of the megathrust (Wells274

et al., 2003). Maksymowicz et al. (2018) interpret the gravity high in the Loa segment as due to high density275

rocks in the upper plate, possibly related to a fossil volcanic arc (Bassett and Watts, 2015). These structures276

may cause high normal stress on the megathrust, which may cause locally higher friction. The asperity that277

ruptured in the 2014 Iquique earthquake (see Section 4.4.2) shows up as a locking high in all models, and278

this locking high is co-located with a gravity low (Meng et al., 2015; Schurr et al., 2020; Storch et al., 2023;279

González et al., 2023), the so-called Iquique Basin (Figure 8), thus conforming to the previously mentioned280

global trend. In conclusion, there is widespread incongruence between published locking models advising281

us to be careful when interpreting details in individual locking maps. The observed variability may well282

be a consequence of the non-uniqueness of data and inversion. However, the described major segmentation283

appears to be robust.284

4.3. Plate Interface Seismicity285

Interplate seismicity, categorized as class P1 in our catalog, comprises thrust earthquakes that pre-286

sumably occur on the megathrust separating the oceanic Nazca Plate and the overlying continental South287

American Plate. This seismicity population is clearly visible in cross sections as a sharply defined, thin,288

eastward dipping (∼20◦) layer present throughout the coastal area and reaching depths >60 km east of289

the coastline (Figures 4 and 7). Westward, these events shallow in hypocentral depth as well as dip angle290

(Figure 7). Offshore, it becomes increasingly hard to separate interplate events, upper plate events, and the291

upper plane of the double seismic zone (DSZ) inside the Nazca Plate (Sippl et al., 2018), which is due to292

decreasing location accuracy away from the land-based seismic stations. Where catalog resolution is good,293

event populations P1 and P2 (i.e. interplate and DSZ upper plane) are quite clearly separated (Figures 4294

and 7), whereas it is hard to distinguish the deepest interplate events from upper plate events in the region295

between 20.5◦S and 21.5◦S, where a cluster of deep upper plate events is observed (see Section 7). There,296

categorization may not always be unique.297

298

Interplate events are strongly clustered both in space and in time (Figure 9). A significant part of them299
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are aftershocks of the two major megathrust ruptures in 2007 (M7.8 Tocopilla earthquake; Section 4.4.1)300

and 2014 (M8.1 Iquique earthquake; Section 4.4.2). Interplate earthquakes map out the seismogenic part301

of the plate interface, and provide important information for understanding the state and behavior of the302

megathrust. The complete absence of seismicity in parts of the megathrust is also meaningful, as it may303

signify either the predominance of aseismic deformation (creeping sections) or complete interseismic locking.304

We observe that background interplate seismicity mainly occurs in a swath along the coastline north of305

Mejillones Peninsula, at depths corresponding to the deeper half of the plate interface. In the region where306

the 2014 Iquique earthquake occurred, seismicity reaches further offshore, which coincides with where the307

trench starts to curve westward and the trench-coastline distance increases.308

When analyzing the distribution of magnitudes in a seismicity population, the most commonly used pa-309

rameter is the b-value, which is the slope of the magnitude-frequency distribution. High b-values (b>∼1)310

indicate that low-magnitude events are more frequent and high-magnitude events less frequent than usual,311

low b-values the opposite. Interplate seismicity in Northern Chile features rather low b-values clearly below312

1 (∼0.6-0.8; Legrand et al., 2012; Sippl et al., 2019; Poulos et al., 2019), which is in line with global findings313

along megathrusts (Bilek and Lay, 2018). In the region of the Iquique earthquake, temporal variations of314

the b-value were detected prior to the main shock (Schurr et al., 2014, Section 4.4.2). Moreover, interplate315

earthquakes in the Iquique region feature relatively low stress drop values (median of 4.4 MPa; Folesky et al.,316

2021) as well as rupture directivities that are predominantly oriented eastwards, i.e. in downdip direction317

(Folesky et al., 2018a,b).318

Along-strike, background seismicity shows two lulls at 23◦S (Mejillones Peninsula) and 21◦S (Figure 10),319

with the strongest maximum in-between those two. This region of high background activity was partly320

broken by the 2007 Tocopilla earthquake (Section 4.4.1). The lull at 21◦S corresponds to a region of high321

oceanic plate lower plane seismicity (P3; Figure 25). There is a conspicuous complete lack of interplate322

seismicity offshore and updip of the coastal seismicity swath between latitudes ∼21◦S and Mejillones Penin-323

sula. This region has not broken since 1877 and forms a significant seismic gap capable of producing a324

great earthquake (e.g. Métois et al., 2013; Schurr et al., 2014; Hayes et al., 2014; Vigny and Klein, 2022).325

Interplate seismicity is also largely absent directly north of the Iquique earthquake’s rupture area (Figure326

6), where even the aftershocks of the Iquique earthquake terminate abruptly (Soto et al., 2019) despite the327

presence of significant afterslip in this region (Hoffmann et al., 2018; Shrivastava et al., 2019).328

329

Figure 10 shows swath profiles through the locking models from Figure 8 parallel to the coast for the330

deeper part of the megathrust, where their resolution should be best and where most microseismicity is331

observed. In this representation, the correlation between the different locking model profiles is rather poor,332

confirming our conclusions from the previous Section. We compare the different along-strike variations333

of interplate locking with background seismicity, separated from aftershocks by a declustering algorithm334
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(Hainzl et al., 2019), as well as residual gravity. Background seismicity is highest along the Loa segment,335

just north of Mejillones Peninsula, where most models show strong locking. This is the region updip of the336

2007 Tocopilla rupture, which still constitutes a significant seismic gap that has accumulated strain since337

1877. Increased background seismicity at the downdip side of asperities has been observed in other places338

along the Chilean margin (Schurr et al., 2020; Sippl et al., 2021) and may be an indicator for stress buildup339

along the downdip termination of a mature asperity.340

4.4. Significant instrumental megathrust earthquakes341

The ISC-GEM catalog (Storchak et al., 2013) lists seven M7+ earthquakes between 1928 and 2006 (Figure342

1) in our study area. They cluster in the Iquique and Mejillones regions and, as the entire background343

seismicity within the following years, skirt the seismic gap of the Loa segment. The largest of these events,344

with a moment magnitude of 7.4 (Malgrange and Madariaga, 1983) occurred in December 1967 north of345

Tocopilla (Figure 1). It had a shallow thrust mechanism and a depth >40 km constrained well by waveform346

modeling (Malgrange and Madariaga, 1983). It hence presumably occurred on the deepest part of the347

megathrust, similar to the 2007 Tocopilla earthquake slightly to the south (next Section).348

4.4.1. The 2007 Mw 7.8 Tocopilla earthquake349

The 2007 Tocopilla earthquake was the largest earthquake in the northern Chile gap since more than a350

century and very well recorded by the then newly installed IPOC network. It occurred mostly below land351

on the deepest part of the seismogenic megathrust, and its surface deformation pattern was clearly recorded352

by radar satellite data. Together, seismic and geodetic data led to well-constrained source models. The353

rupture was confined to an approximately 130×75 km swath covering a depth range between 30 and 55 km354

that roughly parallels the coastline (Figure 11; Delouis et al., 2009; Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2010; Motagh et al.,355

2010; Peyrat et al., 2010; Loveless et al., 2010; Schurr et al., 2012). The slip distribution shows two patches,356

with one near the hypocenter and one further south (Figure 11). Maximum slip was about 2-3 m on the357

southern patch. The two patches ruptured consecutively, separated by ∼20 s (Peyrat et al., 2010; Delouis358

et al., 2009). The earthquake terminated in the south, beneath the center of Mejillones Peninsula.359

Early aftershocks clustered in and around the northern slip patch, updip of the southern slip patch and360

around the outline of Mejillones Peninsula (Schurr et al., 2012). Some of the aftershocks offshore Mejillones361

clearly occurred inside the upper plate (Motagh et al., 2010; Schurr et al., 2012), and some few of the shal-362

lowest ones had extensional source mechanisms (Schurr et al., 2012). Fuenzalida et al. (2013) used data from363

a dense temporary network, installed shortly after the mainshock, to derive very well constrained aftershock364

hypocenters. Those sharply image the megathrust with a thickness of only about 2 km. Cross sections365

through the aftershocks indicate a splay fault offshore and a slight kink in the slab. A small amount of af-366

terslip was detected beneath and offshore Mejillones Peninsula (Figure 11; Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2010), where367
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two early aftershocks with Mw >6 were located (Schurr et al., 2012). On Dec 16, 2007, a Mw 6.8 aftershock368

occurred directly beneath the southern slip maximum (Figure 11), at about 46 km depth. In contrast to369

other aftershocks, which had locations and focal mechanisms consistent with slip along the plate interface,370

the so-called Michilla event occurred inside the downgoing slab along a near-vertical plane extending from371

the plate interface to about 10 km into the Nazca Plate (Figure 11; Fuenzalida et al., 2013). Its slab-push372

mechanism was possibly facilitated by Coulomb stress increase due to the mainshock rupture (Peyrat et al.,373

2010). The Michilla event started an anomalously productive aftershock sequence (Figures 11 and 18) still374

active years later (Pasten-Araya et al., 2018) and even today (this catalog).375

376

The 2007 Tocopilla earthquake occurred just north of Mejillones Peninsula, a prominent morphological377

feature along the Northern Chile coast (Figure 1), which was also the rupture limit of the 1995 Mw 8.1378

Antofagasta earthquake to the south (Figure 11; Ruegg et al., 1996; Klotz et al., 1999; Chlieh et al., 2004).379

Juxtaposing the slip distribution and aftershock sequences of both earthquakes reveals a conspicuous sym-380

metry. Both aftershock seismicity and slip abut in the center of Mejillones Peninsula but do not overlap381

(Figure 11). Events instead seem to skirt around Mejillones Peninsula, leaving its center relatively quiet382

(Schurr et al., 2012). This agrees with the observation by Béjar-Pizarro et al. (2013) that locking likewise383

skirts the peninsula, which implies that the megathrust immediately beneath Mejillones Peninsula moves384

predominantly aseismically and hence forms a barrier to rupture. Strong aseismic afterslip beneath the385

peninsula following the Antofagasta earthquake (Figure 11; Pritchard and Simons, 2006) and the general386

absence of interplate earthquakes in our catalog for this region (Figure 9) corroborates this inference. The387

Tocopilla earthquake also has interesting implications for the along-dip segmentation of the plate interface.388

It only ruptured the deeper part of the seismogenic megathrust, and neither afterslip nor aftershocks pen-389

etrated to the shallower, strongly locked megathrust north of Mejillones. Similar earthquakes of 7<M<8390

have been observed just north of the Tocopilla rupture area in 1967 (see above) and south of Mejillones391

Peninsula in 1987 and 1998 (e.g. Ihmlé and Ruegg, 1997; Pritchard et al., 2006), and other examples along392

the entire Chilean and Peruvian margin can be found (e.g. Pritchard et al., 2007; Bravo et al., 2019; Moreno393

et al., 2018). Different explanations for this along-dip segmentation of the megathrust have been suggested.394

Several studies (Contreras-Reyes et al., 2012; Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2010; Fuenzalida et al., 2013) propose395

a kink in the downgoing slab that could have acted as an along-dip geometric barrier to seismic rupture.396

Contreras-Reyes et al. (2012) infer such a kink at about 20 km depth when trying to reconcile active re-397

fraction seismic data from an amphibious experiment with hypocenters of Tocopilla earthquake aftershocks,398

and link its presence to the creation of the coastal scarp directly above (this notion was first proposed399

by Armijo and Thiele, 1990). The kink identified by Fuenzalida et al. (2013), however, is located 10 km400

deeper and features a more steeply dipping shallow segment (18◦ rather than 10◦). Since the depths of401

aftershock hypocenters, especially offshore, are highly dependent on the utilized velocity model (Fuenzalida402
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et al., 2013), it is not completely clear whether such a kink actually exists offshore along the Loa segment.403

It is certainly not an ubiquitous feature along the entire Chilean margin (counter-examples include Oncken404

et al., 2003; Storch et al., 2021), thus cannot explain the more general dichotomy of megathrust earthquakes405

in Chile. Several authors have argued that the observed duality between shallow large earthquakes and406

deeper, somewhat smaller events like Tocopilla is due to a frictional segmentation of the megathrust (e.g.407

Schurr et al., 2012; Moreno et al., 2018). Following this argumentation, events along the deeper portion of408

the megathrust would occur in a transitional segment that may be only partially locked in the interseismic409

time period.410

4.4.2. The 2014 Mw 8.1 Iquique earthquake411

On 1 April 2014, a Mw 8.1 thrust earthquake ruptured the central part of the Northern Chile seismic412

gap. Considering its size, the event caused relatively little damage and only few fatalities. A 2.1 m tsunami413

hit the nearby coast ∼20 minutes after the earthquake. The event occurred just north of a lowly locked zone,414

and in or near a region of relatively high locking in most locking models (Section 4.2, Figure 8). According415

to Vigny and Klein (2022), this location would be north of the 1877 rupture region and, if true, possibly416

repeating an event from 1871 (Section 4.1). The mainshock was preceded by a two-week long foreshock417

sequence with several M6+ events, likely accompanied by aseismic transients, and followed by an intense418

aftershock sequence including an Mw 7.6 event that extended the rupture region southwards. The earthquake419

sequence was well recorded by seismic and geodetic networks in place, making it one of the best studied420

subduction earthquakes worldwide. The long-term observation by both seismic and geodetic instruments421

allows analyzing stress build-up and deformation over weeks, months and years leading up to the event. In422

the following, we describe the observations and analysis for the interseismic phase (years to months before423

the event), the two-week foreshock sequence, the co-seismic rupture, as well as the post-seismic period.424

Interseismic phase425

The Iquique earthquake occurred in a region of relatively high background seismicity in the Northern426

Chile seismic gap. In the seven years before the mainshock, excluding the immediate foreshock sequence, it427

activated an arc-like structure around the eastern, down-dip side of the future rupture zone (Figures 12 and428

27), including three M6+ events in 2008 and 2009 (Schurr et al., 2020), and M5+ events in August 2013429

and January 2014 (Schurr et al., 2014). Since approximately 2011, the b-value, which is sensitive to stress,430

decreased significantly from 0.75 to below 0.6 in the source region, indicative of a stress increase (Schurr431

et al., 2014). Repeating earthquakes embedded on the down-dip side of the asperity were regularly active432

over 6 years with no sign of acceleration (Figure 12d; Schurr et al., 2020). Starting in July 2013, an event433

swarm became active (Aden-Antóniow et al., 2020) on the southern updip limit of mainshock slip, including434

several repeating earthquake sequences (Figure 12c; Kato et al., 2016; Schurr et al., 2020). The same cluster435
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had been intermittently active in the years before. In January and February 2014, clusters both at the436

northern and southern edge of the future mainshock and near the M7.6 aftershock got initiated (Figure 12;437

Kato and Nakagawa, 2014; Kato et al., 2016; Schurr et al., 2020). The repeating earthquakes indicate less438

than 2 cm of accumulated aseismic slip for both episodes (Kato et al., 2016). Events during this period439

were deficient in high frequency radiation compared to earlier ones, indicating smaller stress drops or slower440

ruptures (Socquet et al., 2017; Piña-Valdés et al., 2018). Concurrently, westward displacement of nearby441

coastal continuous GNSS stations accelerated by up to 2 mm/a (Socquet et al., 2017). Inverting the velocity442

anomaly for slip on the plate interface yielded up to 1 cm of dominantly aseismic slip, mostly concentrated443

in a patch south of the mainshock asperity (Figure 12c; Socquet et al., 2017). The Iquique sequence was444

also recorded by an extremely sensitive long-baseline tiltmeter located near the coast slightly south of the445

mainshock rupture. After an interruption, recording restarted in December 2013 (Boudin et al., 2022). It446

showed several episodes of accelerated tilt in the months before the Iquique main event. Tilt is much more447

sensitive to the distance to the source than GNSS displacement and hence, in combination with GNSS data,448

constrains its location better. Boudin et al. (2022) also carefully reprocessed continuous GNSS data and449

analyzed them together with tilt data to reassess location and amplitude of possible precursory aseismic450

slip. They located it south of the mainshock rupture in the gap between the two asperities of the Mw 7.6451

aftershock, mostly constrained by the tilt data. Aseismic magnitudes of Mw ∼6 for the different episodes452

are retrieved (Boudin et al., 2022).453

In summary, there are clear observations of transient deformation measured both with GNSS displacement454

and tilt in summer 2013 and early 2014, partly accompanied by the activation of earthquake clusters including455

repeaters. The observed deformation cannot be explained by the earthquakes alone and must be caused by a456

significant component of aseismic slip (Boudin et al., 2022). Similar observations of precursory aseismic slip,457

years or possibly even decades before the megathrust earthquake, were made for the time interval preceding458

the 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake in Japan (Ozawa et al., 2012; Mavrommatis et al., 2014; Yokota459

and Koketsu, 2015) and have been proposed to occur for large megathrust earthquakes globally (Igarashi460

and Kato, 2021). However, robust observations of such processes are scarce, and the Iquique earthquake is461

one of very few examples where such results have been obtained. However, also here there are still significant462

discrepancies between different studies concerning the location and amplitude of aseismic slip. We have to463

keep in mind that the observed deformations with magnitudes of ∼1 mm/d are at the verge of the achievable464

resolution, and observations are quite sparse, leaving their sources poorly defined. To resolve such signals465

better, more sites with both continuous GNSS and tiltmeters would be necessary.466

The 16 March foreshock sequence and deformation transient467

The foreshock sequence proper set off with a Mw 6.7 event on 16 March 2014, two weeks before the main-468

shock (Figure 12). The epicenter of this event was located just up-dip of the zone of highest mainshock slip.469
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It had a thrust mechanism striking at a high angle to the trench, significantly different from the low-angle470

thrusts typical for interplate events in northern Chile, which have their slip vectors aligned to the direction471

of plate convergence. It occurred above the megathrust in the upper plate (Ruiz et al., 2014; Hayes et al.,472

2014; Schurr et al., 2014, 2020), possibly on a continuation of similarly striking faults onshore (González473

et al., 2015). Within a few hours after this earthquake, another Mw 6.3 event broke at ∼5 km epicentral474

distance to the north, but with a deeper depth and a mechanism compatible with interplate motion on the475

megathrust (Figure 12a,b; Schurr et al., 2020). Over the following days, a cloud of events formed above the476

plate interface near the 16/03/2014 foreshock hypocenter, whereas seismicity on the plate interface spread477

north, including two more events of Mw > 6 with low angle thrust mechanisms (Figure 12b). The final fore-478

shock stage included a NW-striking linear cluster of events that represents reactivation of an earlier cluster.479

The mainshock rupture initiated at the edge of this cluster. Together, the multi-year background seismicity,480

which skirted the downdip margin of the asperity, and the two-week foreshock sequence, which outlined the481

udip margin of the asperity, formed a ring around the mainshock rupture, a so-called Mogi Doughnut (Figure482

12a; Schurr et al., 2020). The northward event propagation included numerous repeating event sequences483

(Kato and Nakagawa, 2014; Kato et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2015; Schurr et al., 2020). Compared to other484

observations of foreshock sequences preceding large megathrust earthquakes, which have occasionally also485

shown a clear directional propagation (e.g. Kato et al., 2012), the Iquique earthquake foreshock sequence486

appears rather prominent in terms of duration and moment release.487

The foreshock sequence was accompanied by a clear displacement transient of several mm during the two488

weeks picked up by the coastal GNSS stations. There was some debate about whether this deformation489

could be explained by accumulated coseismic deformation due to the foreshocks (Schurr et al., 2014) or490

whether it requires aseismic slip (Ruiz et al., 2014). Ruiz et al. (2014) corrected the displacement time series491

only for the effect of the largest foreshock, but not for the other multiple M6+ and M5+ events. Bedford492

et al. (2015) graphed displacement vs. time against coseismic predictions including uncertainties in source493

location, mechanism and medium parameters, and found that the final GNSS displacements are within the494

uncertainty bounds of the coseismic predictions but that two episodes in which the trajectory clearly devi-495

ates from predictions may point, nonetheless, to some aseismic slip periods. In contrast, both Socquet et al.496

(2017) and Herman et al. (2016) found that coseismic displacement predictions are significantly smaller than497

observations. This debate has not reached a concensus to this date, as illustrated by two recent studies. On498

the one hand, Boudin et al. (2022) carefully reprocessed GNSS data for the entire preseismic period and499

found only small deviations from coseismic predictions, accounting only for a relatively small contribution500

from an aseismic source. Based on GNSS and tiltmeter data, they placed the aseismic source south of the501

main rupture, closely to where aseismic slip may have occurred in the months before. Location and magni-502

tude of aseismic slip predicted by Ruiz et al. (2014), Herman et al. (2016), and Socquet et al. (2017) could503

not be reconciled with their data. On the other hand, Twardzik et al. (2022) concluded based on Bayesian504
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inference that aseismic slip should have accounted for ∼80% of the displacement for this time interval, and505

found that this aseismic slip initiated before the start of the foreshock sequence proper. Their aseismic slip506

patch is located offshore, in direct vicinity of where the Mw 6.7 foreshock of March 16 occurred.507

Further indication for aseismic slip comes from multiple repeater sequences embedded in the propagating508

foreshock seismicity (Figure 12a Kato and Nakagawa, 2014; Kato et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2015; Schurr509

et al., 2020). Repeating earthquakes are commonly interpreted as recurrent small asperity failures driven510

by surrounding aseismic slip (e.g. Nadeau and Johnson, 1998). Accumulative aseismic slip up to 30 cm511

(Kato et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2015) was calculated based on repeater magnitudes and scaling relations,512

amounting to a moment magnitude Mw ∼6.7. This is similar to estimates deduced from GNSS data by513

Socquet et al. (2017), which even reached a magnitude ∼7. This contradicts the findings of Boudin et al.514

(2022), that allow only little aseismic slip (accumulated Mw <6.5) within the foreshock region to agree with515

the residual GNSS displacements.516

517

In summary, there is some indication of aseismic slip accompanying the foreshock sequence from both518

GNSS transients and earthquake repeaters, but individual studies disagree on location and magnitude of this519

slip. Although the preseismic period has been comparatively well recorded by both seismometers and GNSS520

receivers, denser and possibly more sensitive observations would be needed to unequivocally untangle seismic521

and aseismic processes. Besides triggering of the main shock by an aseismic transient, it is also possible that522

the foreshocks triggered the mainshock as a cascading sequence, where each event successively triggered the523

next. This was tested by Herman et al. (2016), who found that each of the largest foreshocks, as well as the524

hypocenter of the mainshock, took place in an area of increased Coulomb failure stress, indicating that the525

propagating events consecutively pushed each other closer to failure. González et al. (2015) argued that the526

16 March upper plate foreshock reduced normal stress and hence unclamped the megathrust, possibly also527

facilitating rupture.528

529

The 1 April Mw 8.1 mainshock530

The 2014 Mw 8.1 Iquique earthquake broke the mostly aseismic “hole” of the Mogi doughnut that was531

left behind by the background seismicity and foreshock series (Figure 12a; Schurr et al., 2020). Published532

models for the cumulative slip during the mainshock generally agree on a single main slip patch south and533

downdip of the epicenter, but differ in size and amplitude (peak slip from 4.5 m to >10 m) depending on534

the choice and weighting of the different data sets (e.g., InSAR, high-rate and static GNSS, teleseismic and535

nearfield seismic, tsunami), as well as the parameterization and regularization of the inversion (Figure 13;536

Yagi et al., 2014; Ruiz et al., 2014; Lay et al., 2014; Schurr et al., 2014; Gusman et al., 2015; Bai et al., 2014;537

Duputel et al., 2015; Liu and Zhou, 2015; Jara et al., 2018; Boudin et al., 2022). Only Jara et al. (2018)538
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imaged a second separate asperity further downdip near the coastline. Accordingly, stress drop estimates539

differ considerably, with resulting values of ∼2.6 MPa from a teleseismic and tsunami inversion (Lay et al.,540

2014), 3 MPa from teleseismic, strong-motion and geodetic data (Liu and Zhou, 2015), 7.8 MPa from541

strong-motion and GNSS (Jara et al., 2018), 10 MPa using strong-motion, geodetic and tsunami data in a542

Bayesian inversion (Duputel et al., 2015) and 20 MPa from spectral ratios (Frankel, 2022). Both kinematic543

inversion (Schurr et al., 2014; Lay et al., 2014; Duputel et al., 2015) and high-frequency backprojection544

(Schurr et al., 2014; Lay et al., 2014; Meng et al., 2015) image a rupture propagation down-dip towards the545

SE. The rupture started slowly, with little moment release during the first 20 sec (e.g. Schurr et al., 2014;546

Duputel et al., 2015; Liu and Zhou, 2015; Jara et al., 2018) until the main asperity was reached. The entire547

rupture lasted for more than a minute. Backprojection indicates a complex kinematic pattern towards the548

end of the rupture, including a reactivation of the epicentral region (Schurr et al., 2014; Meng et al., 2015).549

Models employing tsunami data (An et al., 2014; Lay et al., 2014; Gusman et al., 2015; Bai et al., 2014;550

Duputel et al., 2015), which have the best resolution offshore, indicate that the rupture did not extend into551

the shallowest part of the megathrust. The updip termination of the rupture may have been preconditioned552

by the nature of the overlying upper plate wedge. Ma et al. (2022) reprocessed seismic reflection lines553

acquired offshore years before the Iquique earthquake, and found high reflectivity in the updip part of the554

megathrust as well as laterally beyond the rupture. In the region of the main shock rupture, in contrast,555

reflectivity was observed to be low to moderate. The observed high reflectivity in the shallowest part of the556

megathrust is probably caused by high fluid pressure, fostering stable slip and hence limiting the extent of557

the earthquake. Alternatively, it was also proposed that along-dip variations in slab topography may have558

prescribed the extent of the main shock rupture, with an extended topographic low coinciding with the559

rupture extent, whereas a topographic high directly updip may have inhibited rupture towards the trench560

(Storch et al., 2023). In along-strike direction, maps of interplate locking (Figure 8) appear to prescribe the561

extent of the Iquique rupture. Both to the north of the main shock as well as south of it, regions of rather562

low locking that may act as rupture barriers have been obtained, although the April 3 aftershock (Mw 7.6)563

apparently ruptured inside the lowly locked region to the south of the main shock (Figure 12a). Geersen564

et al. (2015) also found evidence for seamounts in time-migrated seismic reflection data along the updip565

and southern limits of main shock slip, suggesting that downgoing plate structure may have limited the566

rupture extent. However, this was challenged by Storch et al. (2021) who argue that the topographic high567

of reflectivity along the plate interface vanishes after depth migration and may therefore be caused by the568

medium velocity structure. Nevertheless, the presence of the Iquique Basin, a prominent depocenter in the569

marine forearc (Coulbourn, 1981; Reginato et al., 2020; González et al., 2023, see gravity map in Figure 8)570

appears to correlate with the extent of both the mainshock rupture and the locking high. A long-wavelength571

along-strike undulation of slab surface topography (Storch et al., 2023; Schaller et al., 2015) was suggested572

to underlie the Iquique Basin.573
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The postseismic period574

On 3 April, three days into the postseismic period, a Mw 7.6 aftershock occurred about 100 km to the575

south of the mainshock epicenter. It started from a relatively shallow hypocenter and propagated downdip.576

The rupture shows two clearly separated asperities, the deeper one below the coast (Schurr et al., 2014;577

Duputel et al., 2015; Liu and Zhou, 2015; Jara et al., 2018; Boudin et al., 2022). The second largest after-578

shock with Mw 6.6 occurred only ∼2.5 minutes after and within the coda of the mainshock, and was located579

approximately between mainshock and Mw 7.6 aftershock (Bindi et al., 2014). Soto et al. (2019) studied580

the aftershock sequence in detail, and found that aftershocks concentrated mainly in two bands updip and581

downdip of the main asperity. The updip region is clearly separated from the trench (by about 30 km;582

Petersen et al., 2021) and contains conspicuous west-trending streaks (visible in Figure 6), which include583

embedded earthquake repeaters. These streaks, however, were not found by an OBS survey eight months584

after the mainshock (Petersen et al., 2021), which could either imply that they are a location artifact due585

to unfavorable event-station geometry, or that their activity was limited to the early part of the aftershock586

sequence. The updip limit of both coseismic rupture and the occurrence of aftershocks is probably limited by587

the onset of the frontal prism, which is characterized by low velocities in active and passive seismic studies588

(Petersen et al., 2021; Storch et al., 2021; Reginato et al., 2020; Maksymowicz et al., 2018). The lower589

band of aftershocks shows strong upper plate activation, with some extensional faulting (Cesca et al., 2016),590

indicating splay faulting (Soto et al., 2019) and significant megathrust topography. These aftershocks reach591

depths up to 60 km below land. Apart from the onset of extensional faulting, there is no significant change592

in the stress regime between the pre-seismic and post-seismic periods (Cesca et al., 2016). Postseismic stress593

heterogeneity, however, is indicated by strongly clustered and patchy seismicity (Soto et al., 2019) and a594

larger heterogeneity of source mechanisms (Cesca et al., 2016; León-Ŕıos et al., 2016). Postseismic slip has595

been obtained by inverting continuous GNSS data, showing a concentration of afterslip in two lobes north596

and south of the main asperity (Figure 12a; Hoffmann et al., 2018; Shrivastava et al., 2019). The northern597

lobe is almost completely aseismic, indicating that the megathrust here has velocity-strengthening frictional598

properties, in accordance with most locking models (Figure 8). The southern lobe overlaps with the Mw599

7.6 aftershock rupture and is mostly surrounded by aftershock seismicity clusters, indicating heterogeneous600

frictional properties. Postseismic westward GNSS displacement is separated from interseismic eastward dis-601

placements across an apparently sharp boundary at ∼21◦S (Hoffmann et al., 2018).602

603

4.4.3. The remaining seismic potential604

It is clear that the two most recent large earthquakes around the Arica Bend, the 2001 Mw 8.5 Are-605

quipa event in southern Peru (Ruegg et al., 2001; Perfettini et al., 2005) and the Mw 8.1 Iquique event606

in northern Chile, did not close the gap left behind by the great 1868 and 1877 events (Figure 1). Large607
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sections north and south of the Iquique rupture remain unbroken. The gap north of the Iquique event is608

quite elusive. Practically all locking models (Figure 8) show low locking there, but this may be an artefact609

due to the westward curvature of the trench here, which makes its distance to the coast increase, causing a610

deterioration of observational conditions. Likewise, the national boundary to Peru limits both the seismic611

and geodetic networks. Seismicity on the megathrust is low in this region, and at least immediately north612

of the Iquique rupture well enough resolved to be trustworthy. The coincidence of postseimic slip and the613

lack of aftershocks are strong hints that this section creeps aseismically and hence may form a barrier to614

seismic rupture. However, its northward extent and the behavior across the border to Peru is unclear. Only615

combining measurements from Chile and Peru can eventually cast more light on this region in the future.616

The area south of the Iquique ruptures, all the way to Mejillones Peninsula, is clearly imaged as a strongly617

locked patch in all locking models (Figure 8). It is now framed by recent large earthquakes on all sides,618

including its downdip part. The upper part of the megathrust there is seismically completely quiet, whereas619

the lower part shows the strongest background seismicity in our catalog. Concentrations of seismicty outlin-620

ing locked asperities at depth have been observed for the Iquique event (Schurr et al., 2020) and in central621

Chile (Sippl et al., 2021), and may hint at stress build-up in the late interseismic period. The gap south of622

the Iquique ruptures probably coincides with the rupture of the 1877 event (Vigny and Klein, 2022), and if623

fully locked, as it appears, would have accumulated some 10 m of slip deficit, enough for at least a magnitude624

8.5 event. This is likely the most mature seismic gap left along the Chilean margin (Lay and Nishenko,625

2022). The Iquique earthquake demonstrated that having permanent observation infrastructure in place626

is essential and gainful in order to advance our understanding of megathrust behavior before, during and627

directly after a large earthquake. However, it also demonstrated that preseismic phenomena are so subtle628

that the existing observational infrastructure is not sufficient to unequivocally resolve them. Densification629

of existing seismic and geodetic networks, new measurements like e.g. tilt or strain, as well as the instru-630

mentation of the offshore realm would be necessary in order to advance our detection capabilities in the631

advent of the next great earthquake, which would also advance our field as a whole.632

5. The downgoing plate633

Although the primary seismic hazard in Northern Chile stems from large earthquakes on the megathrust,634

the region has also experienced two strong intermediate-depth intraslab earthquakes of M∼8 at depths of635

∼100 km over the last century, the 1950 Calama earthquake (Kausel and Campos, 1992) and the 2005636

Tarapacá earthquake (Peyrat et al., 2006; Delouis and Legrand, 2007). As the properties of the downgoing637

plate as well as their spatial variations are a key factor that governs subduction zone structure (including638

the long-term and short-term behavior of the megathrust), we here compile published knowledge on the639

downgoing plate’s seismicity (Section 5.1) and its geometry, velocity and attenuation structure (Section640
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5.2). In Section 5.3, we then discuss a number of currently unresolved issues about the downgoing Nazca641

Plate in Northern Chile.642

5.1. Intraplate Seismicity643

Event geometry644

In the offshore part of the Nazca Plate, the IPOC seismicity catalog shows virtually no seismicity beyond645

the trench (Figure 6). This stands in contrast to other subduction zones around the world, where Outer Rise646

seismicity is a common phenomenon (e.g. Craig et al., 2014). Global compilations of Outer Rise seismicity,647

which are based on global earthquake catalogs and hence only contain larger earthquakes (M>∼4.5), do not648

show Outer Rise events for Northern Chile either. However, the long-term catalog of the CSN (Barrientos,649

2018) shows a small population of Outer Rise events between 21 and 22.5◦S. Due to the location of these650

events far outside the station network, it is quite possible that the automated approach used for compiling651

the IPOC catalog failed to detect them.652

Inside the downgoing slab beneath the Northern Chile forearc and arc, background seismicity rates are ex-653

tremely high, which has been visible in seismicity studies over the decades (e.g. Barazangi and Isacks, 1976;654

Cahill and Isacks, 1992; Bloch et al., 2014; Sippl et al., 2018). In the 15 years spanned by the IPOC catalog,655

the amount of intraslab earthquakes totals nearly 10 times that of plate interface events (see Section 3),656

even though the latter group contains the prominent aftershock series of the 2007 Tocopilla and the 2014657

Iquique earthquakes (Section 4.4). This stands in contrast to the regions immediately south (Copiapó re-658

gion; e.g. Pasten-Araya et al., 2022) and north (southern Peru; e.g. Cahill and Isacks, 1992; Gutscher et al.,659

2000), where a much larger proportion of the background seismicity occurs on the plate interface. Intraslab660

seismicity in Northern Chile shows a prominent transition in downdip direction (Figure 7). At depths of661

<∼90 km, a double seismic zone (DSZ) with about 20 km separation distance between upper and lower662

plane is visible (see Figure 4, Sippl et al., 2018). DSZs are common features in subduction zones, and may663

be near-ubiquitous globally (Brudzinski et al., 2007; Sippl et al., 2022). At depths beyond ∼90 km, no DSZ664

can be observed any more, and seismicity outlines an about 25 km thick highly seismogenic volume (see665

profiles in Figure 7). The transition between DSZ and the thicker cluster is sharp and near-vertical (Sippl666

et al., 2019), although its appearance and position varies along strike.667

668

Drastically increased seismicity rates and a thicker seismogenic volume at these depths were observed in669

previous local studies (e.g. Schurr et al., 1999; Haberland and Rietbrock, 2001) as well as using teleseismic670

depth phases (Craig, 2019), while two studies (Rietbrock and Waldhauser, 2004; Florez and Prieto, 2019)671

have also reported the existence of a DSZ to larger depths. Upon closer inspection, these results are not672

contradictory, but it appears that both observations are valid for different areas. Shape and event rates in673

both the DSZ and the deep cluster vary strongly along strike (Figure 7). North of 20◦S, the lower plane of674
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the DSZ is only very faint, and activity levels in the deep cluster are lower than further south. At the same675

time, the cluster terminates at a depth of ∼110 km, shallower than further south. North of 18.5◦S, where676

the IPOC catalog has no resolution, a local seismic experiment showed that while the drastic increase in677

event numbers at ∼90 km depth is also observed there, the two planes of the DSZ remain distinguishable678

within the deep cluster in this region (Comte et al., 1999; Dorbath et al., 2008). This can also be observed679

in our northernmost cross sections (Figure 7). The slab to the north of 20◦S appears to have a constant dip680

of about 25◦. Between 20.5 and 22◦S, event rates in the deep cluster are highest, and the DSZ at shallower681

depths is clearly outlined (Figure 7). The lower plane of the DSZ has its updip termination at only ∼45682

km depth around 21◦S, and shows a higher activity level than further north or south. Within the deep683

cluster, activity fills the entire ∼25 km thickness from close to the slab surface to the depth of the DSZ684

lower plane further updip. Two lateral offsets of the seismicity can be observed at 21 and 21.6◦S; they are685

visible in map view (Figure 6) and by comparing the different profiles on either side of them (Figure 7).686

As shown in Sippl et al. (2018), these offsets do not represent tears or discontinuities in the subducting687

slab, but instead comprise sharp along-strike changes of the onset and termination of the seismically active688

volume within a continuous slab that does not show short-wavelength geometry changes. The general slab689

shape south of ∼21◦S, however, is distinct from further north; it shows a flattening of the slab at depths690

of ∼70-80 km, followed by a steepening at depths of ∼110-120 km, roughly coincident with the downdip691

termination of the seismically highly active cluster (Sippl et al., 2019). South of 22◦S, seismicity rates in692

the downgoing slab decay again. This may partially be due to the network geometry that was used for the693

IPOC catalog, but larger-scale studies with networks extending further south (e.g. Cahill and Isacks, 1992;694

Barrientos, 2018) made a similar observation. As north of ∼20◦S, the DSZ lower plane is near-absent, and695

the intermediate-depth cluster is weaker and appears to feature two planes of increased activity again. This696

latter observation may be consistent with Rietbrock and Waldhauser (2004).697

At ∼24◦S, a cluster of strong, persistent seismicity is located at about 200-250 km depth, beneath the Chile-698

Argentinian border (Valenzuela-Malebran et al., 2022; Schurr et al., 1999). This “Jujuy cluster” occurs699

beneath where the volcanic arc is deflected eastwards (see Figure 1), and regularly features large earth-700

quakes with magnitudes up to ∼6.5. While this feature was contained in an earlier version of the IPOC701

catalog (Sippl et al., 2018), it was removed in the present version due to its location far outside the station702

network, which would lead to a highly incomplete catalog with substantial location scatter and uncertainties.703

More weakly active structures at ∼200 km depth are retrieved east of the Argentinian border between 21704

and 23◦S (Figure 6).705

706
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Source properties707

Stress drops for intraslab earthquakes were found to fall into the range 7-30 MPa (Cabrera et al., 2021;708

Herrera et al., 2023b), with the 2005 Tarapacá earthquake featuring a value at the upper end of that709

range (Kuge et al., 2010; Peyrat et al., 2006). Although these studies only investigated a small number of710

earthquakes, the results are in general agreement with values for intermediate-depth earthquakes in other711

subduction zones (e.g. Kita and Katsumata, 2015) as well as global compilations (Poli and Prieto, 2016),712

all of which have concluded that intraslab earthquakes feature higher stress drops than plate interface or713

intracrustal earthquakes. Derode et al. (2019) also found that intraslab events in Northern Chile likely have714

higher rupture velocities and suggested that their ruptures are shorter and more impulsive.715

When looking at focal mechanisms, the overwhelming majority of intraslab earthquakes in Northern Chile716

show mechanisms with their T-axes oriented approximately E-W with a dip of 20-30◦, i.e. aligned with the717

dip of the slab (Figures 15 and 16). Such downdip extensive (DDE) mechanisms are found throughout the718

highly active volume of seismicity at depths of ∼100 km (Rietbrock and Waldhauser, 2004; Bloch et al.,719

2018b; Sippl et al., 2019), in the deeper clusters across the Argentinian border (e.g. Schurr et al., 1999)720

as well as in the DSZ lower plane (Bloch et al., 2018b; Sippl et al., 2019). A more detailed look into the721

along-strike variation of T-axis azimuths reveals a deviation from the near perfect E-W orientation (azimuth722

∼90◦) to a more NNE-SSW orientation (azimuth ∼60◦) between 20.5 to 21.5◦S (see also Cesca, 2020). The723

upper plane of the DSZ shows an along-dip flip in focal mechanism orientation (Figure 15), from compressive724

mechanisms at shallower depths to DDE for deeper events, with a sudden transition between the two regimes725

at ∼60 km depth (Figure 15). As already noted by Bloch et al. (2018b), the shallow compressive intraslab726

mechanisms are not downdip compressive, with P-axes oriented along the slab and T-axes perpendicular727

to the slab dip. Rather, P-axes are oriented at an angle of 30-45◦ relative to the slab orientation. An728

earlier study in the very north of the area of interest has shown much more scattered results than what was729

retrieved here (Comte et al., 1999), but this may have been a result of using first motion polarities for focal730

mechanism retrieval with a very small seismic network.731

732

Temporal evolution and magnitude-frequency trends733

Figure 6 shows the temporal evolution of seismicity in the years 2007-2021. It can be recognized that the734

overall rate of intraslab events in the IPOC catalog has decreased from 2014 to 2021, which should mostly735

be due to changes in station geometry as well as prolonged station outages (see also Figure 17, blue curves).736

When only considering events of magnitude 2.7 and above (the overall completeness magnitude estimate737

of Hainzl et al., 2019), the trend of overall decreasing event numbers is hardly visible any longer (Figure738

17), indicating that the main effect is not a true decrease of event rate, but a decrease in the detection739

capability of the station network. However, a substantial, continuous and robust decrease in event numbers740
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is obtained when only looking at intermediate-depth events around 20◦S, a trend that is also visible for741

M>2.7 events. This trend is likely connected to the 2005 Mw7.8 Tarapacá earthquake, which was the most742

prominent intermediate-depth earthquake in Northern Chile since 1950 and occurred in the northern part743

of our study area at a depth of approximately 100 km (e.g. Peyrat et al., 2006). As the Tarapacá event itself744

occurred before the start of the IPOC catalog, we use aftershock locations from a rapid-response local net-745

work (Peyrat et al., 2006) to identify its location relative to features in our catalog. These early aftershocks746

outline a gently west-dipping structure situated inside the highly seismogenic cluster we retrieve (yellow747

stars in Figure 14) and extending from ∼19.7 to 20.25◦S along-strike. This along-strike extent is largely748

consistent with published rupture models of the Tarapacá main shock (Delouis and Legrand, 2007; Kuge749

et al., 2010). When we consider IPOC catalog event numbers for ID events only in this latitude range, we750

see a clear decrease of event rates from 2007 all the way to 2021, which is also robustly retrieved for events751

with M>2.7 (Figure 17). This implies that the 2005 Tarapacá earthquakes locally triggered increased rates752

of intraslab earthquakes for more than a decade.753

754

Compared to seismicity on the plate interface, intraslab seismicity in Northern Chile is much less clus-755

tered in time, and to first order resembles constant background activity (Sippl et al., 2019). However, larger756

intraslab events still create aftershock series (e.g. Cabrera et al., 2021), although most of these are signifi-757

cantly less pronounced than for plate interface events of comparable magnitude, and there appears to be a758

subtle general trend of decreasing aftershock productivity with depth (Wimpenny et al., 2022), similar to759

observations in other subduction zones (Gomberg and Bodin, 2021; Chu and Beroza, 2022). Cabrera et al.760

(2021) analyzed six aftershock series in detail and found that aftershock productivity appears to decrease761

with depth below the slab surface, which they interpreted as aftershock productivity being related to hydra-762

tion of the downgoing lithosphere. However, the much larger dataset analyzed by Wimpenny et al. (2022)763

did not show such a clear relationship, and most likely heterogeneity in several parameters (slab hydration764

being one of them) contribute to the observed differences in aftershock productivity. Figure 18 shows ex-765

amples of aftershock sequences for M∼6 events in different settings within our catalog. While both chosen766

examples for event class ID, situated inside the deeper cluster of seismicity at depths >100 km, as well as767

the lower plane example show virtually no afterchocks, the Michilla event that occurred in the downgoing768

oceanic crust (Section 4.4.1) had a vigorous aftershock series with a longevity in excess of comparable series769

on the plate interface.770

771

B-values of intraslab earthquakes in Northern Chile were found to be significantly higher than those772

of plate interface events (Legrand et al., 2012; Hainzl et al., 2019; Poulos et al., 2019; Sippl et al., 2019),773

although the exact values for the different event populations vary between studies. Sippl et al. (2019) sep-774

arately analyzed the different intraslab populations, i.e. earthquakes in the upper and lower plane of the775
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DSZ and in the intermediate-depth cluster, and found that the intermediate-depth cluster has a significantly776

higher b-value than the DSZ further updip. This can also be seen in the maps of Legrand et al. (2012).777

When looking at the along-strike variation of b-values, Geersen et al. (2022) found that it is dependent on778

the depth within the slab. Whereas events close to the slab surface to first order feature constant b-values779

along strike, there are much larger variations in b-value for events deep inside the slab, with a clear maxi-780

mum in the region between ∼20.7 and ∼22◦S.781

782

5.2. Structural observations783

In the offshore part of the forearc, landward of the trench, seismic tomography studies of the downgoing784

slab show reduced vp values (and increased vp/vs) in the oceanic crust and possibly into the uppermost785

mantle (Husen et al., 2000; Petersen et al., 2021). Such a reduction in shallow P-wavespeeds is also seen786

in active seismic studies (e.g. Ranero and Sallarès, 2004; Myers et al., 2022) and is likely due to partial787

serpentinization. Below the onshore part of the forearc, receiver function studies have imaged the downgoing788

oceanic crust as a 5-10 km thick low-velocity layer atop the descending slab, with a S-wavespeed contrast789

relative to the underlying mantle lithosphere of around 15% (Yuan et al., 2000). This low-velocity layer fades790

and eventually becomes invisible at depths of 100-120 km in migrated images (Yuan et al., 2000; Wölbern791

et al., 2009), whereas a faint trace of it can be discerned to deeper depths in unmigrated waveforms (Wölbern792

et al., 2009). When comparing receiver function results with seismicity, it becomes apparent that the upper793

plane of the DSZ is located close to the oceanic Moho, but likely still within the oceanic crust (Bock et al.,794

2000; Sippl et al., 2018), while the intermediate-depth cluster of seismicity is nearly entirely situated in795

the oceanic mantle lithosphere (ANCORP working group, 1999; Oncken et al., 2003; Sippl et al., 2018).796

Comparison of receiver function profiles at 20 and 22◦S (Sodoudi et al., 2011) shows the changes in slab797

geometry (steeper, constant subduction angle in the north, slab flattening in the south) that were already798

seen in the seismicity distribution. Observations of guided waves that propagate in the crustal wave duct799

require a much thinner low-velocity layer of 1-4 km thickness that is continuous to depths in excess of800

180-200 km (Martin et al., 2003; Garth and Rietbrock, 2017), as well as a kink in the slab at about 100 km801

depth that allows the guided waves to exit the crustal waveduct.802

The downgoing Nazca Slab shows up as a continuous high-velocity and low-attenuation feature in a wide803

range of seismic tomography studies that use local and regional sources (e.g. Myers et al., 1998; Graeber804

and Asch, 1999; Haberland and Rietbrock, 2001; Schurr et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2021),805

whereas a number of studies that used teleseismic earthquakes could only image it robustly when using806

a priori constraints (e.g. Heit et al., 2008; Scire et al., 2015). It does not show first-order variations of807

velocity parameters or geometry within the study region and appears to be continuous beyond the bottom808

of the mantle transition zone (Bijwaard et al., 1998; Scire et al., 2015; Faccenna et al., 2017; Portner et al.,809
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2020). Whereas values of P-wave attenuation (Qp ∼1000; Haberland and Rietbrock, 2001; Schurr et al.,810

2006) and vp/vs (∼1.73-1.75; Schurr et al., 2006; Koulakov et al., 2006; Comte et al., 2016) do not vary811

significantly along strike, Gao et al. (2021) observed faster vs values in the downgoing Nazca Plate south812

of 21◦S, which can also be recognized in Schurr et al. (2006). Further south, vs inside the slab appears to813

decrease again from 24◦S southwards, accompanied by decaying intraslab seismicity (Gao et al., 2021). In814

downdip direction, some studies have obtained a sudden increase of vp in the downgoing slab, from ∼8 to815

∼8.5 km/s, at a depth of about 70 km (Graeber and Asch, 1999; Huang et al., 2019).816

As most published studies have used intraslab seismicity as sources for the tomography, only the uppermost817

part of the downgoing slab is well resolved. Information on possible changes of seismic velocities with depth818

inside the slab is thus rare, and existing results are contradictory. The study of Dorbath et al. (2008)819

obtained large variations of both vp and vs between upper plane, intermediate region and lower plane of820

the DSZ in the very north of the study area. In their model, vs is high (>4.6 km/s) everywhere, but vp821

is reduced in the upper plane (7.7 km/s) as well as in the lower plane (7.4 km/s), but strongly elevated822

between (8.5 km/s). This leads to a high-vp/vs region between the planes of the DSZ, framed by low-vp/vs823

where the seismicity is located. Using the same dataset, Comte et al. (2016) retrieve intermediate to low824

values of vp/vs for all depths within the slab, which appears to be corroborated by teleseismic residuals of825

sP and pP from autocorrelations (Fang and van der Hilst, 2019). Bloch et al. (2018a), in contrast, obtained826

very high vp/vs values of ∼2 about 30 km below the slab top by directly estimating vp/vs from traveltime827

differences (Lin and Shearer, 2007).828

Anisotropy results for the downgoing Nazca Slab show an along-dip change from trench-normal fast directions829

in the shallow slab to trench-perpendicular fast axis orientations at deeper depths (Huang et al., 2019)830

5.3. Processes831

5.3.1. What mineralogical processes are responsible for the along-dip variation of seismicity?832

Intermediate-depth seismicity in downgoing oceanic lithosphere is linked to the breakdown of hydrous833

minerals inside the slab (e.g. Peacock, 2001; Hacker et al., 2003a,b; Zhan, 2020). These hydrous phases834

originate mainly in the Outer Rise region of a subduction zone, where the plate gets bent and thus opens835

pathways for water to infiltrate deep into oceanic crust and lithosphere (Ranero et al., 2003; Cai et al.,836

2018). While the exact mechanism of intermediate-depth seismogenesis is still debated (e.g. Ferrand et al.,837

2017; Zhan, 2020), the link to the dehydration of hydrous minerals is widely accepted. Globally, earthquakes838

at intermediate depths tend to form double seismic zones (DSZs), i.e. alignments of two parallel planes of839

earthquakes separated by an aseismic region in-between (e.g. Brudzinski et al., 2007; Florez and Prieto,840

2019). The most widely accepted explanation for this phenomenon is that the two planes represent the841

dehydration of different mineral phases. The lower plane is usually found close to the 600-650◦C isotherm842

and has been linked to the dehydration of antigorite in oceanic mantle lithosphere (Peacock, 2001), whereas843
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the upper plane may be linked to the eclogitization of gabbroic oceanic lower crust (e.g. Kita et al., 2006).844

845

The observed seismicity inside the downgoing Nazca Plate in Northern Chile deviates significantly from846

global observations. While a double seismic zone is present at shallower depths, it disappears at ∼100 km847

depth, where a highly active, 25-30 km thick cluster of seismicity is observed (see Section 5.1; Figure 7).848

Although the regions in the north and south of the study region show a somewhat different geometry of849

the intermediate-depth cluster, the sudden increase of seismicity rates at this depth is observed everywhere850

along the Northern Chile subduction zone. Attenuation and vp/vs inside the mantle wedge directly above851

this cluster are significantly elevated (see Section 6; Graeber and Asch, 1999; Haberland and Rietbrock,852

2001; Schurr et al., 2006), which can be interpreted as the signature of fluids that were liberated through853

dehydration reactions in the slab rising into the overlying mantle (e.g. Contreras-Reyes et al., 2021a). Thus,854

the observed along-dip transition likely corresponds to a sudden increase in the rate of dehydration reactions855

along dip. Although there are many hydrous phases whose breakdown could potentially occur in the pressure-856

temperature range investigated here (Ferrand, 2019), most of those are unlikely to be present in significant857

quantities. Antigorite dehydration, the most commonly invoked such reaction, occurs at a near-constant858

temperature of 600-650◦C, which stands in contrast to the observation that the onset of the deep seismicity859

cluster clearly cuts across isotherms (Figure 19).860

Sippl et al. (2019) proposed a conceptual model in which the seismicity cluster occurs due to a feedback861

loop initiated by temperature input into the slab from the overlying mantle wedge. The onset of the862

seismicity cluster is located where the slab top reaches the hot part of the overlying mantle wedge, so863

elevated temperature input there could cause some of the metastable antigorite in the slab to dehydrate.864

The densification of the slab that accompanies this reaction could then lead to an increase in strain rate865

due to slab bending, which again leads to an increased rate of antigorite dehydration. Such a setup could866

invoke a reaction cascade that may explain the abundance of seismicity at these depths. Obviously, many867

open questions remain around this feature, for instance it is unclear why it is not present further north or868

south along strike of the South American margin, where seismicity rates at intermediate depths are much869

lower (see Section 5.3.2; e.g. Cahill and Isacks, 1992). Globally, some trench-parallel belts of increased870

intraslab seismicity have been observed elsewhere (Kita et al., 2006; Ratchkovski and Hansen, 2002), but871

none of them feature geometries or event rate contrasts comparable to Northern Chile. This is surprising872

considering that Northern Chile is not at the extreme end of any of the most important subduction zone873

parameters, featuring downgoing crust of medium age (∼50 Ma) and a moderate to fast subduction speed,874

leading to a thermal parameter of ∼1700, in the midfield of global subduction zones (Syracuse et al., 2010).875

However, the fractured nature of the seafloor offshore Northern Chile, with its prominent horst-and-graben876

structures nearly devoid of overlying sediments (e.g. Geersen et al., 2018), may allow for stronger hydration877

at the Outer Rise compared to other regions.878
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5.3.2. Anomalous seismicity features around 21◦S879

The shape of the Nazca Slab in Northern Chile is not constant along strike, but undergoes a transition880

from a straight geometry in the northern part of the study area (e.g. Comte et al., 1999) towards a more881

complex and partially flattened geometry south of about 21◦S (Figure 14; e.g. Hayes et al., 2018; Sippl et al.,882

2018; Sandiford et al., 2020), where it may start to grade into the Pampean flat slab further south (Ramos883

et al., 2002). At the same time, we observe the highest event numbers of intraslab earthquakes at latitudes884

between about 20.8 and 21.6◦S (Figure 6), with event numbers decreasing to the north and south of this885

segment. This observation can not only be an effect of instrumental coverage, as the CSN catalog (which886

has wider coverage at least to the south) shows a similar trend. At 21 and 21.6◦S, two offsets of the intraslab887

seismicity are visible both in map view and in depth (Figure 6; more detail in Sippl et al., 2018). The lower888

plane of the DSZ is most pronounced at around 21◦S, where it is pervasively active from depths as shallow889

as 45-50 km all the way to the deep cluster. Thus, we observe clearly increased seismicity especially deep890

inside the slab in a narrow along-strike region of the Northern Chile subduction zone.891

892

Although some recent studies have claimed that some of the deeper intraslab seismicity may occur in a893

dry setting (e.g. Cabrera et al., 2021), it is commonly assumed that the occurrence of intermediate-depth894

seismicity is directly linked to deep slab hydration (e.g. Ranero et al., 2005), and event rates deep in the slab895

may be directly related to the presence or absence of hydrous minerals there (e.g. Geersen et al., 2022). This896

could imply that a slab segment with elevated (deep) hydration is subducted around 21◦S. The hydration897

of the downgoing oceanic lithosphere is in most places related to faulting in the Outer Rise region, where898

normal faulting due to plate bending allows water to infiltrate deep into the oceanic plate (e.g. Faccenda899

et al., 2012). Increased fracturing of the seafloor in the Outer Rise region often occurs where features900

such as ridges, seamount chains or fracture zones are subducted (e.g. Sun et al., 2020), and the creation of901

these features may have already led to some hydration of the oceanic plate as well. Thus, increased rates902

of intermediate-depth seismicity can be expected where such a seafloor feature is subducted (e.g. Kirby903

et al., 1996; Shillington et al., 2015). It could thus be speculated that the increased event rates and deeper904

extent of seismicity between 20.8 and 21.6◦S are a consequence of a subducted seafloor feature. The only905

such feature currently impinging onto the Northern Chile trench is the NE-to-NNE striking Iquique Ridge906

(Figure 1), a hotspot track that formed 45-50 Ma ago and started colliding with South America 40 Ma ago907

(Bello-González et al., 2018; Contreras-Reyes et al., 2021b). It features clearly elevated crustal thickness908

of up to 13 km close to the trench (Myers et al., 2022) and possibly more further offshore (Tassara et al.,909

2006), compared to an oceanic crust of 6 to 8 km thickness elsewhere offshore Northern Chile (see Figure910

20; Patzwahl et al., 1999; Ranero and Sallarès, 2004; Tassara et al., 2006). While diminished crustal and911

possibly uppermost mantle P-wavespeeds, which may indicate pervasive hydration, have been imaged along912
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the Iquique Ridge (Myers et al., 2022), the depth region of the DSZ lower plane or most of the activity of913

the deep cluster have not been resolved.914

While the Iquique Ridge is a feature that could potentially create a signature like the one we observe at915

depth, its strike direction and location offshore is not compatible to the location of the seismicity anomalies916

(see Figure 1). The Iquique Ridge impinges onto the trench offshore Northern Chile around 20.5◦S (Ma917

et al., 2023), and strikes NE to NNE, so that it should be situated more than 100-150 km north of where918

we observe the seismicity anomalies at depth. Moreover, it is unclear whether a significant portion of it has919

already been subducted, since several studies have deduced that its initial contact with the Northern Chile920

trench may only have been about 2 Ma ago (e.g. Rosenbaum et al., 2005; Bello-González et al., 2018). It921

thus appears unlikely that the increased hydration and intriguing geometries we observe at depth around922

21◦S can be linked to the Iquique Ridge. On the other hand, the Iquique Ridge is not a strictly linear feature923

offshore, but consists of several prominent seamounts that do not follow any simple linear trend (Figure 1),924

so that we cannot exclude that what we observe is an eastward protrusion off the main strike direction of925

the ridge. At the same time, seismicity rates at depth appear to correlate with the faulting pattern of the926

seafloor that is currently being subducted, with the region around 21◦S corresponding to an area where927

two to three different fabric orientations are present, whereas only a single one dominates further north and928

south (Geersen et al., 2018, 2022). This may indicate that a more subtle difference in seafloor morphology,929

not necessarily involving a large feature like a seamount chain, can already have a significant influence on930

observed seismicity rates at depth.931

5.3.3. What controls the intraslab stress field?932

The pattern of intraslab stresses in Northern Chile, as outlined by earthquake focal mechanisms (Figure933

15), is unusual in a global context. Following early findings in Japan and the Aleutians (Hasegawa et al.,934

1978; Engdahl and Scholz, 1977), double seismic zone earthquakes are thought to exhibit downdip com-935

pression in the upper plane and downdip extension in the lower plane, which has been associated with the936

unbending of the plate (e.g. Kawakatsu, 1986). While the downgoing Nazca Plate in Northern Chile shows937

such a pattern at shallow depths, its upper plane exhibits a flip of mechanisms to downdip extensive at a938

depth of ∼60-65 km, while the lower plane stays downdip extensive. The highly active cluster at deeper939

depth is likewise homogeneously downdip extensive. Interestingly, a downdip change in slab anisotropy940

appears to mirror the observed mechanism flip near the slab surface (Huang et al., 2019).941

Different explanations for these findings have been proposed. Sandiford et al. (2020) and Cabrera et al.942

(2021) associate the change in mechanism signature with a transition from slab unbending to slab bending.943

This is compatible with the slab geometry (e.g. Figure 14), which shows a shallowing followed by slab944

steepening where the deeper cluster of earthquakes is located. Steady-state estimates of plate bending or945

unbending (from Sippl et al., 2022, shown in Figure 15) appear to confirm this (also seen by Sandiford et al.,946
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2020). With this model, however, it is difficult to explain the missing flip to compressive mechanisms deeper947

inside the slab, so that no bending signature (i.e. extensive over compressive mechanisms) is observed there.948

In the aforementioned studies, the authors argue that the addition of in-plane extension due to slab pull may949

shift the plane of neutral stress deeper inside the slab, so that the compressive deeper part is not sampled950

by the seismicity, which is confined to the uppermost ∼30 km of the slab (e.g. Figure 7).951

Other studies have noticed that the mechanism flip in the upper plane coincides with the downdip termi-952

nation of seismicity along the plate interface (see Figure 15; Bloch et al., 2018b; Sippl et al., 2019; Comte953

et al., 1994). The observed pattern of stress orientations could thus also be explained by a dominance954

of in-plane extension (e.g. due to slab pull) in the slab, modified by compressive stress due to friction955

on the plate interface, which gets transmitted into the slab (Sippl et al., 2022). In a purely elastic slab,956

(un)bending stresses are much larger than stresses on the plate interface (e.g. Fourel et al., 2014; Dielforder957

et al., 2020). However, the presence of in-plane extension due to slab pull as well as slab weakening due to958

ongoing dehydration reactions may make such a scenario possible. In conclusion, it is currently not clear959

which combination of constituent stresses controls the intraslab stress field of Northern Chile, and whether960

the current temporal snapshot of intraslab stresses is stable over many seismic cycles.961

962

6. The Mantle Wedge963

6.1. Observations964

The mantle wedge beneath Northern Chile appears to be aseismic. In those cross sections where the965

continental Moho has been drawn all the way to the slab (at 20 and 22◦S; see Figure 14), only few small966

earthquakes in the IPOC catalog locate in the mantle wedge, but these are situated right above the strong967

intraslab seismicity cluster and likely represent mislocated events that have received too small hypocentral968

depths. No distinct clusters or mantle wedge events updip of the intermediate-depth cluster are obtained.969

Thus, the overwhelming majority of available information about the Northern Chile mantle wedge comes970

from tomography studies that utilize earthquakes from the underlying slab.971

Beneath the Western Cordillera, the mantle wedge can be recognized as a region of clearly elevated seismic972

attenuation (Qp ∼100; Haberland and Rietbrock, 2001; Schurr et al., 2003, 2006) and moderate seismic973

velocities (vp between 7.7 and 8.3 km/s; e.g. Koulakov et al., 2006; Schurr et al., 2006; Gao et al., 2021),974

which stands in clear contrast to the underlying slab that is faster and has much lower attenuation. The975

high-attenuation anomaly of the mantle wedge is continuous into the continental crust and thus connects the976

region directly above the earthquake clusters in the slab with areas of recent volcanism (e.g. Schurr et al.,977

2003). The mantle wedge shows elevated vp/vs ratio values, most clearly so directly above the slab at depths978

>70 km (vp/vs >1.8; Graeber and Asch, 1999; Schurr et al., 2006; Comte et al., 2016), right above the highly979
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seismogenic regions in the slab. This is also where the highest attenuation values are found (Qp <100; Schurr980

et al., 2003). The high-attenuation anomaly of the mantle wedge is most pronounced between 22 and 23◦S,981

and has lower amplitudes further north (Haberland and Rietbrock, 2001). It is displaced eastwards around982

24◦S, where the Salar de Atacama Block shows extremely low attenuation (Qp >1000) down to the slab983

surface (Schurr and Rietbrock, 2004), and decreases in strength southwards from there (Gao et al., 2021).984

The along-strike variation of vp/vs is less clear; while Gao et al. (2021) see a stronger low-vs anomaly south985

of 21◦S and an “anomaly gap” between 19.8 and 21◦S, Comte et al. (2016) retrieved a stronger high-vp/vs986

anomaly north of 21◦S. Electric conductivity distributions determined from magnetotelluric experiments987

(Araya Vargas et al., 2019) appear to be more consistent with the former result.988

At 21◦S, low values of vp and high vp/vs directly above the slab (Koulakov et al., 2006; Heit et al., 2008)989

correlate with the Nazca Reflector, a region of exceptionally strong reflectivity found in active seismic990

experiments (ANCORP working group, 1999; Oncken et al., 2003; Yoon et al., 2009; Storch et al., 2016).991

High attenuation and increased vp/vs connect this reflector to the Quebrada Blanca Bright Spot in the992

shallow crust (e.g. Bloch et al., 2014, see also Section 6). When visualizing the mantle wedge attenuation993

anomaly together with the slab surface and continental Moho, it is evident that the outermost region of994

the mantle wedge features high attenuation values, indicative of decreased temperatures and a so-called995

“cold nose” (e.g. Abers et al., 2017; Sippl et al., 2019). Anisotropy studies show mostly trench-normal fast996

directions above the mantle wedge, but conclude that the main source of these splitting times should be997

below the slab (Reiss et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2019).998

6.2. Processes999

The absence of seismicity inside the Northern Chile mantle wedge stands in contrast to the Colombia and1000

Hellenic subduction zones, where seismicity clusters located inside the mantle wedge have been identified1001

(Chang et al., 2017; Halpaap et al., 2019). In these regions, mantle wedge seismicity has been interpreted to1002

track rising fluids that have been released from the slab, possibly having broken through the plate interface1003

seal (Halpaap et al., 2019). While no mantle wedge seismicity as a direct sign of fluid ascent is observed1004

in Northern Chile, images from attenuation and traveltime tomography imply significant hydration of the1005

mantle wedge further east, below the magmatic arc (e.g. Gao et al., 2021; Schurr et al., 2006). Fluid1006

ascent there apparently occurs aseismically, which may be a consequence of the thermal structure of the1007

mantle wedge. The outer part of the mantle wedge could, however, receive hydration from the deepest part1008

of the plate interface; upper plate seismicity above the deep part of the plate interface (Section 7) could1009

indicate fluid ascent into the continental crust from the deeper part of the plate interface (also seen south of1010

Mejillones Peninsula by Nippress and Rietbrock, 2007). Especially in regions where low permeability above1011

the interface may hinder fluid ascent into the upper plate, this should effect fluid migration in downdip1012

direction, into the outer “cold nose” of the mantle wedge.1013
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According to larger-scale continental Moho maps (Figure 21; Tassara and Echaurren, 2012; Assumpção1014

et al., 2013) as well as geometries retrieved from receiver function profiles (Yuan et al., 2000; Sodoudi et al.,1015

2011; Wölbern et al., 2009), the continental crust thins west of the arc, which leads to a relatively narrow1016

geometry of the outermost mantle wedge. Seismic attenuation in this outermost mantle wedge is quite low1017

(Schurr et al., 2006), in stark contrast to the part of the mantle wedge below the arc. Similar observations1018

have been made in other subduction zones (e.g. Stachnik et al., 2004), and interpreted as the formation of a1019

“cold nose”, an outermost part of the mantle wedge that is not part of the corner flow regime and thus cools1020

over time, acquiring a mineral composition and rheology distinct from its convecting part (Abers et al., 2006;1021

Syracuse et al., 2010). While this outer part of the mantle wedge is strongly hydrated and thus serpentinized1022

in young and warm subduction zones like Cascadia (e.g. Bostock et al., 2002), it may be comparatively dry1023

in most other subduction zones (Abers et al., 2017). The seismic evidence from Northern Chile summarized1024

above appears to be consistent with an intermediate serpentinization degree that is lower than in Cascadia.1025

While the velocity contrast between continental lower crust and mantle wedge, which is imaged with receiver1026

functions, grows substantially less distinct towards the slab (Yuan et al., 2000; Wölbern et al., 2009; Sodoudi1027

et al., 2011), no inverted Moho signalling strong serpentinization like in Cascadia (Bostock et al., 2002) is1028

imaged. The Salar de Atacama Block in the south of the study area appears to displace the outermost1029

mantle wedge eastward and likely has a strong effect on its geometry (Schurr and Rietbrock, 2004; Ślȩzak1030

et al., 2021), so that a substantially widened “cold nose” may exist in its vicinity.1031

Lastly, Soto et al. (2019) observed a population of deep aftershocks to the 2014 Iquique earthquake that1032

occurred along the plate interface at a depth beyond the main shock rupture (Section 4.4.2), and that was1033

separated from the remainder of the aftershock sequence by a largely aseismic depth level in-between. Similar1034

observations for the 2010 Maule earthquake (Lange et al., 2012; Rietbrock et al., 2012) were interpreted as1035

indicative of plate interface serpentinization, with an along-dip change in the dominant serpentine mineral1036

due to temperature from lizardite/chrysotile (velocity strengthening, thus aseismic) to antigorite (Wang1037

et al., 2020). While the population of deep aftershock seismicity resides below the outermost mantle wedge1038

in Central Chile, a comparison to continental Moho geometries places it where continental crust still overlies1039

the plate interface in Northern Chile (Soto et al., 2019). Liberated fluids from this region may thus rise into1040

the upper plate, and not into the mantle wedge.1041

7. The upper plate1042

7.1. Observations1043

The South American Plate in the latitude range 18-25◦S features substantially thickened crust beneath1044

and east of the Western Cordillera, where receiver function evidence shows crustal thicknesses of ∼60-701045

km (Figure 21 Yuan et al., 2000, 2002). Most available cross sections (Yuan et al., 2000; Wölbern et al.,1046
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2009; Sodoudi et al., 2011) show a shallowing of the continental Moho beneath the Longitudinal Valley and1047

Coastal Cordillera, where crustal thicknesses of 50-55 km have been retrieved (see Figures 14 and 21). A1048

similar trend is seen in the seismic velocity images of Gao et al. (2021). The contact point between conti-1049

nental Moho and the surface of the downgoing plate is not well resolved by receiver functions, possibly due1050

to serpentinization of the outermost mantle wedge corner. The images of Sodoudi et al. (2011) suggest a1051

depth of 55 km for this contact point at a latitude of 20◦S, while it is situated at somewhat shallower depth1052

(50 km or below) at 22◦S. Available large-scale models of crustal thickness (e.g. Tassara and Echaurren,1053

2012; Assumpção et al., 2013, ; Figure 21), in contrast, show more pronounced thinning of the continental1054

crust towards the coast. Evidence from seismic velocities (Husen et al., 2000) indicate that while the mantle1055

wedge corner should not be shallower than 50 km in large parts of the study area, it may be significantly1056

shallower under the Mejillones Peninsula (Schurr et al., 2012).1057

1058

Seismicity in the upper plate shows significant variability along strike of the study region (Figure 22).1059

In the north, crustal seismicity is sparse except for the aftermath of the Iquique earthquake, where parts1060

of the foreshock sequence as well as the aftershock series occurred in the upper plate (Schurr et al., 2014;1061

Petersen et al., 2021; Soto et al., 2019). Otherwise, background levels of upper plate seismicity are low1062

in the north (e.g. Comte et al., 1999), but the IPOC catalog shows a few shallow clusters that are not1063

related to any obvious mining activity north of 20◦S (Figure 23). Seismicity levels beneath the onshore1064

part of the upper plate increase southwards from about 20◦S onwards (e.g. Bloch et al., 2014; Sippl et al.,1065

2018; Herrera et al., 2021), and reach a distinct maximum around 21.6◦S (Figure 22), where a wedge of1066

background microseismicity in the entire continental crust, extending all the way to the plate interface,1067

is imaged (Figures 14 and 22; Sippl et al., 2018). While seismicity appears to be distributed throughout1068

the crustal volume here, a roughly E-W striking and steeply N-dipping structure of increased seismicity1069

concentration is seen around 21.5◦S at depths of 20-50 km. Further east, towards the Western Cordillera,1070

earthquake hypocenters become shallower, possibly following isotherms (Bloch et al., 2014; Sippl et al., 2018;1071

Herrera et al., 2023a). South of about 21.7◦S, there is only very sparse upper plate background seismicity1072

of tectonic origin (Figure 22; see also Husen et al., 1999); all retrieved shallow earthquake clusters can be1073

attributed to mining-related activity (Figure 5). To the southeast of where the IPOC catalog has coverage,1074

Graeber and Asch (1999) noted some deep crustal earthquakes (hypocentral depths of up to 40 km) beneath1075

the Salar de Atacama. Several studies of aftershock sequences of major plate interface earthquakes in the1076

study area (Soto et al., 2019; Fuenzalida et al., 2013; Pasten-Araya et al., 2021, for the 2014 Iquique, 20071077

Tocopilla and 1995 Antofagasta earthquakes, respectively) have noted that splay faults through the offshore1078

crustal wedge, usually separating Inner and Outer Wedge, get activated in the aftermath of large plate1079

interface events and retain a signature of elevated vp/vs ratio in the interseismic period (Pasten-Araya1080

et al., 2021).1081
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Earthquake focal mechanisms in the Northern Chile upper plate show a systematic variation with longi-1082

tude (Figure 22b,c). Most of the offshore upper plate events have P-axis orientations around E-W, whereas1083

events under the Coastal Cordillera and Longitudinal Valley rather homogeneously show N-S oriented P-1084

axes, either as strike-slip events with potential rupture planes oriented NW-SE and NE-SW, or as thrust1085

events with E-W trending rupture planes. The observable onshore stress field in the forearc is thus margin-1086

parallel compression (Herrera et al., 2021). Towards the Western Cordillera, P-axes again rotate to an1087

E-W orientation, showing compression (sub)parallel to the plate convergence direction (Salazar et al., 2017;1088

Herrera et al., 2021). Only one study has published stress drop estimates for upper plate events in Northern1089

Chile to date, and the values retrieved in Herrera et al. (2023a) for the 2008 Pica earthquake (see below)1090

and its larger aftershocks are very high (40-100 MPa; 255 MPa for the main shock). However, ongoing1091

studies that analyze larger amounts of upper plate events obtain much lower values, which are lower than1092

intraslab events (∼10 MPa; G.M. Bocchini, pers. comm., 2022 ) or even comparable to interplate events (2-41093

MPa; J. Folesky, pers. comm., 2022 ). B-values of upper plate seismicity were found to be quite high (b>1;1094

Hainzl et al., 2019), but it is unclear to what degree this result may have been biased by the inclusion of1095

mining-related events. A previous study (Legrand et al., 2012) found values <1, but likely analyzed different1096

events situated further east than most of the upper plate seismicity we retrieved here.1097

1098

While most of the upper plate seismicity in Northern Chile throughout the last 15 years resembles1099

constant background activity (Figure 22e), some notable event sequences have been registered. To the north1100

of 20◦S, several clusters of very shallow upper plate events have been identified (Figure 23). While located1101

in immediate vicinity of each other, they show clear differences in the timing of their activity as well as in1102

their focal mechanisms. The westernmost of these clusters (marked red in Figure 23a) was constantly active1103

throughout the observation time of the IPOC deployment. The location and dominant focal mechanism1104

type (strike-slip events with one plane oriented SSW-NNE; E-W to ENE-WSW oriented P-axes) of events in1105

this cluster are consistent with the 2001 Mw 6.3 Aroma earthquake (Legrand et al., 2007). The remainder of1106

clusters is located somewhat further east, and only showed short bursts of activity in the years 2007 (blue),1107

2008 (pink, orange and grey), 2009/2010 (yellow), 2011 (green) and 2014 (light blue). While the available1108

focal mechanisms (from Herrera et al., 2021) show some scatter, it is still evident that there are two groups1109

of dominant mechanisms between clusters. While all clusters show predominantly (but not exclusively)1110

strike-slip mechanisms, the red and light blue cluster are dominated by events with E-W oriented P-axes,1111

whereas the clusters east of this (blue, orange, pink, grey) show P-axes largely oriented N-S.1112

South of 20◦S, background seismicity levels increase significantly, and events are largely situated deeper in1113

the continental crust, all the way down to the plate interface (Figure 22). In the last 15 years, two larger1114

events occurred within this “cloud” of background seismicity, each of them creating its own aftershock1115

sequence. The 2008 Pica earthquake (Mw 5.7; green beachball in Figure 24) occurred at a depth of 33 km1116
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and featured a strike-slip mechanism with N-S trending P-axis, thus corresponding well to the regional stress1117

field (Figure 22). The locations and mechanisms of the aftershock sequence indicate that the NW-striking1118

plane was likely the rupture plane (Herrera et al., 2023a). The 2020 Rio Loa earthquake (Mw 6.2; Figure1119

24) featured a very similar focal mechanism (Tassara et al., 2022) and occurred at a depth of ∼45 km close1120

to the southern termination of the pervasive crustal activity (Figure 22). González et al. (2021) linked this1121

earthquake to the deep continuation of the E-W striking Cerro Aguirre fault zone, whose surface expression1122

is located just south of Rio Loa.1123

A wide range of seismic tomography studies has shown that the Northern Chilean forearc crust generally1124

features low attenuation (Qp ≥ 1000), homogeneously fast P- and S-wavespeeds as well as moderate vp/vs1125

around 1.72 (e.g. Husen et al., 2000; Haberland and Rietbrock, 2001; Schurr et al., 2003, 2006; Koulakov1126

et al., 2006; Ward et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2021). vp/vs is significantly decreased directly above the plate1127

interface (Husen et al., 2000; Comte et al., 2016), and shallow crustal seismic velocities appear to be subtly1128

higher under the Coastal Cordillera compared to the Longitudinal Valley (Masson et al., 2000). Towards1129

the Western Cordillera and the magmatic arc, vp and vs decrease substantially (vs ∼3.25 instead of 3.6-41130

km/s at 15-20 km depth; see Ward et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2021), while vp/vs increases to values in excess of1131

1.8 (Schurr et al., 2006). Attenuation beneath the magmatic arc is substantially elevated, with Qp ∼100-1501132

(Schurr et al., 2003; Haberland and Rietbrock, 2001).1133

1134

There are a number of along-strike variations and specific anomalies that modify this overall picture.1135

The low-vs (and thus high vp/vs) anomaly beneath the magmatic arc appears to be interrupted or at least1136

strongly reduced in amplitude at latitudes of about 20-21◦S (where the Pica Volcanic Gap is located) as well1137

as around 24◦S (Ward et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2021), whereas the lowest S-wavespeeds are detected under1138

the arc between 21.5 and 23◦S (Gao et al., 2021). The results of Comte et al. (2016) show a very different1139

picture of a stronger high-vp/vs anomaly north of 21◦S than south of this latitude, which may be an artifact1140

due to the highly unbalanced event distribution used in this study. At around 24◦S, the crust below the1141

Salar de Atacama basin shows high seismic wavespeeds and very low attenuation (Qp ∼2000) all the way to1142

the continental Moho, which displaces the low-velocity, high-attenuation and high-vp/vs anomaly beneath1143

the Western Cordillera to the east (Schurr and Rietbrock, 2004; Schurr et al., 2006; Gao et al., 2021). At1144

21◦S, a strong low-vp, low-vs and high-vp/vs-anomaly is imaged in the upper and middle crust just east1145

of 69◦W (Heit et al., 2008; Koulakov et al., 2006), where an area of significantly increased reflectivity has1146

been imaged with active seismic methods (the Quebrada Blanca Bright Spot; see ANCORP working group,1147

1999; Oncken et al., 2003; Yoon et al., 2009; Storch et al., 2016). To the south, regions of decreased vp and1148

elevated vp/vs were shown in the upper plate crust directly above the plate interface around the Mejillones1149

Peninsula (Husen et al., 2000; Pasten-Araya et al., 2018, 2021).1150

1151
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Anisotropy observations from S-wave splitting using local intraslab earthquakes show fast directions1152

mainly oriented in trench-parallel directions (Reiss et al., 2018) in the onshore part of the upper plate crust.1153

In contrast, fast directions from an anisotropic tomography study using local earthquakes shows a pattern1154

of fast directions that is radially converging to (or diverging from) the approximate epicenter of the 20141155

Iquique earthquake (Huang et al., 2019). Since this pattern is located mostly offshore, the last two observa-1156

tions do not stand in direct contrast to each other.1157

1158

7.2. Implications and processes1159

7.2.1. Link between seismicity and active geological structures in the forearc1160

In the geological record of the Northern Chile forearc, the most prominent structure is the Atacama1161

Fault System (AFS) west of the Western Cordillera, which is a Mesozoic left-lateral strike-slip system (e.g.1162

Scheuber and Andriessen, 1990; Cembrano et al., 2005). Geologically recent motion along the AFS appears1163

to have accommodated mainly E-W extension (Delouis et al., 1998; Loveless et al., 2010), which has led to1164

the assumption that the Northern Chile forearc is currently E-W extensive (e.g. Delouis et al., 1998; Metcalf1165

and Kapp, 2015). Whether the current large-scale kinematics of the AFS are indeed extensional is, however,1166

far from established, and it has been suggested that some fault systems in the region may reverse their fault1167

slip directions through different stages of the seismic cycle (Shirzaei et al., 2012). Microseismicity along1168

the AFS or along similarly oriented structures is absent in the IPOC catalog, which is significant as these1169

features have been inferred to have produced the largest crustal paleoearthquakes in the region based on1170

geomorphological analyses (e.g. González et al., 2006; Allmendinger and González, 2010; Ewiak et al., 2015).1171

More focused short-term deployments close to the trace of the AFS (e.g. Comte et al., 1994) also failed to1172

identify any crustal events there. Moreover, we observe a complete absence of normal faulting crustal events1173

in the published focal mechanism solutions (Figure 22). Only Metcalf and Kapp (2015) reported a few1174

crustal normal-faulting events in the 1990s, which featured N-S striking rupture planes. As these events1175

were taken from global catalogs, we do not know how reliable their depth and thus their classification as1176

upper plate events is.1177

The vast majority of current microseismicity in the Northern Chile upper plate have strike-slip or reverse1178

mechanisms, and their P-axes trend roughly north-south under the Coastal Cordillera, then switch to a1179

more E-W orientation towards the Western Cordillera (Figure 22; Herrera et al., 2021). At least the former1180

observation is surprising, since geological studies have claimed that the Northern Chile forearc is E-W1181

extensive, whereas geodetic evidence (e.g. Li et al., 2015) appears to indicate a prevalence of E-W compression1182

throughout the forearc. Globally, most forearcs are either under margin-perpendicular compression or1183

extension, and can shift from one to the other in the wake of a large earthquake (e.g. after the 2010 Maule1184

earthquake in Central Chile; Faŕıas et al., 2011). The observed margin-parallel compression in Northern1185
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Chile may be related to the convex shape of the subduction zone (McCaffrey, 1992, 1996), which describes1186

a sharp turn towards the west just north of the study region (the Arica Bend). Thus, the symmetry plane1187

through the entire Andean orogen would run through the region we investigate in a SSW-NNE direction1188

(Gephart, 1994). A number of E-W striking compressional surface structures have been described in the1189

Northern Chile forearc (Allmendinger et al., 2005; Allmendinger and González, 2010), among them the Cerro1190

Aguirre Fault System to the south of the Rio Loa (González et al., 2021). These may well be the surface1191

expressions of faults that accommodate the observed N-S compression.1192

7.2.2. Fluid-driven crustal seismicity?1193

The vast majority of the observed upper plate seismicity, however, does not appear to occur along1194

discrete planes reminiscent of faults, but forms a diffuse cloud at depths below about 25 km in a tightly1195

defined latitudinal range (Figures 14 and 22). Seismicity is clearly limited by the thermal structure of the1196

upper plate, occurring where the presence of the underlying slab effects cold temperatures (<300-350◦C)1197

throughout the continental crust (see Figure 19; Bloch et al., 2014; Sippl et al., 2018; Herrera et al., 2023a).1198

Seismicity density is highest directly above the plate interface and decreases upwards, so that the shallow1199

crust (uppermost 10-15 km) is largely aseismic (see e.g. Figure 7, profile at 21.5◦S). This could imply that1200

fluid ascent from the plate interface into the upper plate is responsible for the cloud of crustal seismicity in1201

the center of the study region (as suggested by Bloch et al., 2014). Observations of crustal seismicity south1202

of Mejillones Peninsula after the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake (Nippress and Rietbrock, 2007) were likewise1203

interpreted as due to fluid ascent, possibly facilitated by the breaking of a permeability barrier above the1204

plate interface due to the main shock rupture (Husen and Kissling, 2001). Such a mechanism gives a natural1205

explanation for the lack of clear structures outlined by the seismicity, and as hydration would occur from1206

below, the upward decrease of seismicity rate could be a consequence of less fluid reaching regions further1207

from the plate interface. The earthquake sequence of the 2020 Rio Loa earthquake, shown in Figure 24 and1208

described in more detail in Section 7.1 and in published studies (González et al., 2021; Tassara et al., 2022),1209

may illustrate these processes. The magnitude 6.2 main shock originated in immediate vicinity of the plate1210

interface, but its focal mechanism as well as the plane outlined by the aftershock locations clearly show that1211

it occurred along a steeply dipping structure that penetrates from the plate interface into the upper plate.1212

This earthquake sequence may thus have occurred through hydrofracture due to infiltration of water from1213

below (e.g. Miller, 2013). At least in some cases, large non-double couple contributions (≥15-20%) to the1214

moment tensor were observed for earthquakes with such an origin (e.g. Miller et al., 1998; Vavryčuk and1215

Hrubcová, 2017; Wang et al., 2018), which were not observed here (Tassara et al., 2022). Alternatively, the1216

geometry of background upper plate seismicity could also be prescribed by the forearc’s stress distribution,1217

which should be prescribed by processes on the megathrust (e.g. Dielforder et al., 2023).1218

Pervasive excess hydration of one forearc segment compared to neighboring regions should create a signa-1219
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ture of increased vp/vs ratio and high attenuation there. Published studies (e.g. Comte et al., 2016; Gao1220

et al., 2021) do not show a clear difference in crustal velocity or attenuation structure between the latitu-1221

dinal extent of the crustal seismicity (∼20-21.6◦S) and the regions to the north and south of this segment.1222

Previous studies, which mostly focussed on active and passive seismic transects collected along 21◦S, have1223

inferred strong dehydration from the downgoing slab at this latitude as visible in increased vp/vs and strong1224

reflectivity at slab depths (the “Nazca reflector”, see e.g. ANCORP working group, 1999; Oncken et al.,1225

2003), but inferred a connection of the liberated fluids to the “Quebrada Blanca Bright Spot”, a region of1226

significantly increased reflectivity and vp/vs in the shallow and deeper crust further east, in close proximity1227

to the Western Cordillera (e.g. Koulakov et al., 2006). There, no anomalous concentration of potentially1228

fluid-related earthquakes has been observed, although strong mining activity in the area (see e.g. Figure1229

14, profile at 21◦S) may obscure some such events. We think that while the strongest slab dehydration1230

clearly occurs beneath the arc (see Section 5), where it creates a clear signature in tomographic images of1231

the mantle wedge as well as in the overlying upper plate crust, upper plate seismicity in the forearc may1232

be driven by the comparatively less intense dehydration of the slab at shallower depths (40-80 km). The1233

wedge-shaped cloud of seismicity we observe is situated where the slab shows a clear DSZ (Figure 7), which1234

hints at stronger dehydration than elsewhere along-strike (see also Section 8.1). Moreover, temperatures1235

are low throughout the upper plate crust here (see isotherms in Figure 19) due to thermal shielding by the1236

underlying slab, which enables brittle rock failure down to the plate interface. This stands in contrast to1237

the sub-arc region further east, where excessive hydration has been inferred, but temperatures likely reach1238

300-350◦C at depths as shallow as 10-15 km, so that brittle failure in the deeper parts of the upper plate,1239

where fluid ascent should occur, is prevented.1240

8. Discussion1241

8.1. Spatial connections between seismicity populations1242

Figure 25 shows event density plots of different seismicity populations, which illuminate event concen-1243

trations better than the map view point plot in Figure 6. Looking only at intraslab seismicity from the1244

intermediate-depth cluster, the density plot shows the excess activity in the rupture area of the 2005 Tara-1245

pacá earthquake, most of which occurred in the earlier part of the catalog (see Figure 17). Elsewhere, the1246

highest event densities in the slab are found between ∼20.7 and 21.7◦S, where three clusters of high event1247

density are separated by completely aseismic gaps. Along those gaps, lateral offsets in the longitudinal onset1248

and termination of seismicity as well as the depth range are observed (Figure 25; Sippl et al., 2018). When1249

only visualizing seismicity deep within the slab, only two clusters separated by an aseismic gap are imaged.1250

When looking at the lower plane of the DSZ (population P3), the map view density plot shows a peculiar1251

distribution with three linear features that roughly strike in downdip direction, as well as an along-margin1252
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streak that is situated just beneath the coastline (Figure 25; upper right panel). Elsewhere, the lower plane1253

of the DSZ is largely absent. Seismicity in the upper plate, lastly, is densest between about 20.7 and 21.6◦S,1254

where it mostly occurs at large depths, closer to the plate interface than to the surface (Figures 22 and 25).1255

The clusters to the NE are shallow (see Figure 23), whereas the upper plate seismicity related to the 20141256

Iquique earthquake in the northern part of the study area is much more diffuse.1257

When plotted together, the different distributions show a number of interesting spatial connections. The1258

downdip oriented linear trends of active features in the lower DSZ plane line up with the event clusters1259

at intermediate depth further downdip, and the gaps separating them are likewise continuous in downdip1260

direction (Figure 25, lower panel). The concentration of deep upper plate seismicity around 20.7-21.6◦S, in1261

turn, is located vertically above where seismicity in the lower plane of the DSZ is most vigorous, although it1262

does not follow the coast-parallel streak of P3 seismicity to the south. Taken together, these observations can1263

be interpreted as evidence for increased fluid production and ascent along sharp and geometrically complex1264

features in the downgoing plate, which may then lead to increased fluid ascent into the upper plate. We1265

further observe that the position of the locking low on the plate interface that separates the Camarones and1266

Loa segments (Figure 8) and coincides with the southern termination of the Iquique earthquake sequence1267

ruptures is likewise located around 21◦S. As plate interface locking has been shown to be anti-correlated1268

with pore fluid pressure on the megathrust (Moreno et al., 2014), enhanced fluid processes in this latitude1269

range could be an explanation for the observed potential seismic barrier. It is widely assumed that the1270

hydration of the downgoing plate is enhanced along seafloor features such as fracture zones or ridges (e.g.1271

Kopp et al., 2004; Contreras-Reyes et al., 2008), because the more strongly fractured anomalous oceanic1272

crust and uppermost mantle lithosphere around such features offers more and deeper extending pathways for1273

the infiltration of water. Since intermediate-depth earthquakes are a consequence of slab dehydration, their1274

occurrence and rate should directly depend on the degree of hydration in the downgoing plate, so that one1275

would expect high seismicity rates where features with excess hydration are subducted. Increased seismicity1276

rates along the prolongations of currently subducted features have previously been reported (Kirby et al.,1277

1996; Baillard et al., 2018), but these studies had significantly lower resolution, so that possible detailed1278

signatures of subducted oceanic features in the seismicity geometries were not obtained.1279

We think that the subduction of an unusual piece of oceanic lithosphere is the cause of the prominent1280

along-strike changes in seismicity that we observe. This subducted feature does likely not correspond to the1281

Iquique Ridge, which is situated further north and has a significantly different strike direction (Figure 1),1282

but appears to be discontinuous to today’s seafloor patterns. Seismicity observations show that the inferred1283

subducted feature has much higher activity rates in the deeper parts of the slab, i.e. at depths of more than1284

∼15-17 km beneath the slab surface (Figure 25), hinting at elevated hydration of the slab to deep depths.1285

The observation that seismicity in the deep upper plate crust is confined to the same along-strike extent as1286

the suspected subducted feature is a further indicator of enhanced fluid processes along this narrow region.1287
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As discussed in Section 7.2, the diffuse upper plate seismicity between 20.7 and 21.6◦S could well be related1288

to fluid influx from below, and Figure 25 shows that its distribution lines up rather well with underlying1289

clusters of lower-plane (P3) seismicity. That the linear streak of lower plane events that extends further1290

south along the coastline is not accompanied by more upper plate seismicity could be a consequence of a1291

lateral change in the permeability of the plate interface. The material directly above the plate interface is1292

often imagined to form an impermeable seal, which prevents fluid influx into the upper plate unless it is1293

broken (e.g. Husen and Kissling, 2001). Ongoing processes south of 21.6◦S (see Section 4) may well have led1294

to an intact seal in this region, whereas it could be less intact where we observe widespread lower crustal1295

seismicity.1296

It is also worth noting that although a large number of ridges and fracture zones are currently being sub-1297

ducted along the Chilean margin (e.g. Contreras-Reyes and Carrizo, 2011), the seismicity features observed1298

around 21◦S both at depth and in the upper plate appear to be unique along the entire margin. Although1299

the rate of intraslab seismicity varies along strike, similar intraslab seismicity rates or diffuse clouds of deep1300

crustal seismicity have not been observed elsewhere (e.g. Barrientos, 2018).1301

8.2. Comparison latest interseismic to postseismic phase of Iquique earthquake1302

With the Iquique earthquake sequence (Section 4.4.2) situated around the middle of our 15 years of1303

seismicity catalog, we can investigate the impact of a major megathrust earthquake onto the different parts1304

of the forearc by comparing the seismicity before and after the Iquique sequence. In Figure 26, event rates1305

for plate interface seismicity throughout the 15 years (subfigure a) as well as around the Iquique earthquake1306

sequence (subfigure b) are shown. It can be seen that event rates are not drastically different before and after1307

the Iquique sequence, and that event rates similar to before the sequence are reached again approximately1308

1.5 years after the Iquique main shock. We thus subdivide the catalog into three time slices: before the1309

Iquique sequence (until January 1st, 2014), the Iquique sequence itself (years 2014 and 2015) as well as after1310

the Iquique sequence (after January 1st, 2016). These phases may correspond to the latest interseismic,1311

postseismic and earliest interseismic stage of the seismic cycle along this part of the Northern Chile subduc-1312

tion zone. Figure 27 shows the distributions of plate interface, upper plate and intraslab seismicity for the1313

region around the Iquique earthquake in these three phases.1314

1315

Plate interface seismicity before the Iquique sequence is mainly located in the deeper parts of the megath-1316

rust. A half-circle of seismicity, more clearly visible on the northern than on the southern side, surrounds the1317

later main shock slip. This feature, discussed in detail in Schurr et al. (2020), likely reflects stress accumula-1318

tion at the downdip edge of a locked asperity. Most of the Iquique earthquake sequence seismicity, including1319

foreshocks (e.g. Cesca et al., 2016; Kato et al., 2016) as well as aftershocks (e.g. Soto et al., 2019; Petersen1320

et al., 2021), occurred in the shallower part of the plate interface, updip of the main shock rupture. While1321
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parts of the deeper interface were also activated, the region of main shock slip itself shows low seismicity1322

levels. The post-Iquique distribution of plate interface seismicity is markedly different from the time interval1323

before the main shock. The half-“Mogi doughnut” around the main shock slip has disappeared, indicating1324

that the asperity that ruptured during the Iquique earthquake has released a large part of the stress that1325

had been accumulated before. Although it may have transitioned back to a locked state again, stress levels1326

that could trigger microseismicity at its downdip edge have not been reached again yet. Moreover, the region1327

updip of the main shock continues to be more active than before 2014, which could indicate that postseismic1328

processes continue to be active in this time period, although overall seismicity rates on the plate interface1329

have returned to interseismic levels.1330

Seismicity in the upper plate shows less dramatic changes through time. During the Iquique sequence, there1331

is increased upper plate seismicity offshore, corresponding to the observation that parts of the foreshock and1332

aftershock sequences occurred above the plate interface (e.g. Ruiz et al., 2019; Petersen et al., 2021). Some1333

of the shallow clusters of seismicity around 69◦W were only active in the earlier part of the analyzed time1334

interval, but this activity is unlikely to be related to processes along the megathrust. Lastly, there does1335

not appear to be any major change in the geometry and distribution of intraslab seismicity over time. The1336

only clearly observable trend is the slow decay of activity around 20◦S, where the Tarapacá earthquake had1337

occurred in 2005 (see Figures 17 and 25).1338

8.3. Possible links between intraslab and plate interface processes1339

It is a matter of debate how and to what degree processes inside the downgoing slab and on the plate1340

interface are coupled, and how these different regions interact. A number of large megathrust earthquakes1341

have been preceded by large intermediate-depth earthquakes in the same region years to few decades before,1342

just like the 2005 Tarapacá earthquake preceded the 2014 Iquique earthquake by ∼9 years. Such observa-1343

tions could be explained as the initiation of (precursory) slip on the plate interface through processes in the1344

slab (e.g. Dmowska et al., 1988), which eventually leads to the rupture of the megathrust further updip. If1345

and how such direct interaction occurs is not well known to date.1346

Bouchon et al. (2016) and Jara et al. (2017) have proposed direct interactions between intraslab and plate1347

interface events in Northern Chile around the time of the 2014 Iquique earthquake. While the former study1348

presented evidence for correlated moment release between slab and plate interface during the precursory1349

phase of the Iquique earthquake, the latter study analyzed event rates over a longer time period, and con-1350

cluded that the 2005 Tarapacá earthquake increased event rates of both intraslab and interface events leading1351

to the 2014 Iquique event, which effected relative quiescence across both domains. As the aforementioned1352

studies used global catalogs and thus operated with rather low event numbers and high location uncertain-1353

ties, we performed a similar analysis with our much more complete catalog.1354

Figure 28a shows plots of moment release and seismicity rates for the entire time period, whereas Figure1355
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28b presents a zoom-in onto the precursory phase of the Iquique earthquake. Since our catalog does not1356

extend back to the 2005 Tarapacá earthquake, we can not evaluate what changes to the different seismicity1357

rates this earthquake may have had. We clearly do not see a sudden decrease in intraslab seismicity after1358

the Iquique earthquake, as stated in Jara et al. (2017). Both moment release and event rates show a slight1359

decrease between earlier times (roughly 2007-2011) and later times, likely due to the previously mentioned1360

long-term decay of seismicity in the years after the 2005 Tarapacá earthquake. The occurrence of the Iquique1361

earthquake in 2014 does not appear to alter intraslab seismicity rates, moment release or seismicity distri-1362

bution (see Figure 27) in a significant way. Analyzing ISC data as well as the catalog of Sippl et al. (2018),1363

Wimpenny et al. (2022) likewise concluded that there is no robust evidence for changes in event rates of1364

intermediate-depth earthquakes coinciding or caused by the Iquique earthquake.1365

Using our more complete catalog to focus on the precursory phase of the Iquique earthquake, we re-create1366

the plot of Bouchon et al. (2016) (Figure 28b, left) while also analyzing event rates (right subplot). Event1367

rates in the slab do not show significant variations throughout the plotted time interval. When looking at1368

moment release, we see that while some large plate interface events indeed occurred in close temporal prox-1369

imity to larger intraslab events, the correlation is much less straightforward than what is shown in Bouchon1370

et al. (2016). This is likely due to the use of very low event numbers in this paper (∼8 plate interface events1371

in total), combined with an arbitrary choice of cut-off magnitudes (M>4 for plate interface but not intraslab1372

events). While the occurrence of a large M6 intermediate-depth event just downdip of the later megathrust1373

rupture on the day before the Iquique main shock is indeed intriguing, we do not consider the evidence for1374

the proposed correlated seismicity bursts during the preparatory phase convincing. While we do not rule1375

out possible triggering effects between intraslab and plate interface earthquakes, we think that there is not1376

much compelling evidence for their occurrence in the time preceding the Iquique earthquake.1377

9. Conclusions1378

15 years of permanent seismic and geodetic monitoring of the Northern Chile forearc have provided a1379

wealth of data, which have helped to considerably advance our understanding of ongoing processes through-1380

out the different regions of a subduction margin.1381

The Northern Chile megathrust was the site of two major earthquakes during this 15-year period. Especially1382

the 2014 Mw 8.1 Iquique earthquake, for which dense monitoring networks have been in place during the1383

preparatory phase as well as during and after the main shock, has provided the community with new in-1384

sights about how large megathrust earthquakes nucleate, and what precursory seismic and aseismic signals1385

they may create. At least the region south of the 2014 Iquique ruptures remains a mature seismic gap,1386

in which another large megathrust earthquake is likely to occur within the next decades. In spite of the1387

large aftershock series of the Iquique and Tocopilla events, the vast majority of seismicity in Northern Chile1388
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occurs at intermediate depths (∼80-130 km) and is linked to dehydration reactions inside the downgoing1389

oceanic crust and mantle lithosphere. Along-strike variations in seismicity rate as well as geometry appear1390

to be linked to structural features of the downgoing Nazca Plate, and the spatial variability of liberated1391

fluids may condition the occurrence of seismicity in the upper plate as well as the coupling structure of the1392

megathrust.1393

Thus, the presented seismological observations demonstrate that we can not fully understand any constituent1394

part of the subduction system in isolation, but must strive to better resolve and understand the sometimes1395

complex interaction between the different realms. The large amount of knowledge on Northern Chile that1396

has been acquired over the past 15 years only begins to show us what links between the different parts of1397

the subduction system, megathrust, upper and lower plate as well as mantle wedge, may control or influence1398

our observations.1399
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Figure 1.2088

Overview map for the Northern Chile region, showing bathymetry/topography from the GEBCO grid2089

(GEBCO Compilation Group, 2020). Colored dashed lines in the ocean show isolines of oceanic plate age2090

(after Müller et al., 2008), blue solid lines onshore show depth contours of the slab surface according to2091

the slab2 model (Hayes et al., 2018). The green barbed line marks the location of the megathrust at the2092

surface. Black and red triangles represent volcanoes that have been active since the Pleistocene (black) or2093

Holocene (red) according to the Global Volcanism Program (Global Volcanism Program, 2013). The two2094

violet east-west trending lines describe the extent of the topography profiles that are plotted in the upper2095

right inset. CC - Coastal Cordillera; WC - Western Cordillera; PVG - Pica Volcanic Gap. Left panel shows2096

the approximate rupture extents of past megathrust earthquakes with M>8 (red lines) and 7<M<8 (green2097

lines), compiled from Ruiz and Madariaga (2018) and Schurr et al. (2014). The dashed red line shows the2098

possibly shorter extent of the 1877 event advocated by Vigny and Klein (2022).2099

2100

Figure 2.2101

Geological map of forearc, arc and backarc of Central South America. Map is based on Geological Map of2102

South America (at the scale 1:5.000.000; Gómez et al., 2019).2103

2104

Figure 3.2105

Overview over permanent and temporary seismic networks in Northern Chile since 2006. Permanent stations2106

are shown with large triangles, and their names and year of installation is given. Stations from temporary2107

deployments are indicated with smaller triangles, and colored according to the network as listed in the legend.2108

2109

Figure 4.2110

Classification of seismicity into different event classes. a) In the updip part of the slab, distance from the2111

slab surface model of Sippl et al. (2018) is used as a criterion to differentiate between upper plate (UP;2112

magenta) and plate interface (P1; blue) earthquakes, as well as events in the upper plane (P2; green) and2113

lower plane (P3; red) of the double seismic zone. b) Example cross section (W-E at 21.75◦S) with the2114

different event classes indicated by color.2115

2116

Figure 5.2117

Separation of shallow events into upper plate (UP) and mining-related (MI) classes. Colored dots are2118

earthquake epicenters color-coded by hypocentral depth, inverted red triangles mark the location of mining2119

activity as determined from GoogleEarth imagery. a) Map view plots of the different event classes as defined2120

in the text. (left) All events that fall into the upper plate categorization of Sippl et al. (2018). (center)2121

with mining-related events (epicenter within 15 km distance from a mapped mining location; hypocentral2122
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depth <15 km) removed. (right) events that were classified as mining-related. b) Histograms of time-of-day2123

(in Chilean local time) of earthquake occurrence within the newly defined classes UP and MI. It is evident2124

that MI events (upper subplot) occur exclusively during daytime, and most frequently between 10 am and2125

8 pm. UP events (lower subplot), in contrast, are rather evenly distributed across all hours of the day. The2126

slight peak around 1-2 pm that correlates with the maximum of the mining-related activity may indicate2127

that some few mining-related events are still contained in class UP.2128

2129

Figure 6.2130

Summary plot of the IPOC seismicity catalog, which contains 182,847 events throughout the years 20072131

to 2021. The map view plot in the upper left shows epicenters color-coded by hypocentral depths, the2132

projections onto a single longitudinal and latitudinal plane as well as the plots of latitude, longitude and2133

depth against time show logarithmic event densities instead of single hypocenters.2134

2135

Figure 7.2136

W-E cross sections through the IPOC catalog at different latitudes (noted in the different subplots), showing2137

logarithmic event densities of a 100 km wide swath centered on the nominal latitude. The shown profiles2138

are identical in terms of placement and swath width to the ones shown in Sippl et al. (2018), but differ in2139

the visualized catalog (more events) as well as the type of visualization.2140

2141

Figure 8.2142

Overview of published maps of interplate locking plus their average for Northern Chile. Depending on their2143

parameterization, locking models are either shown with blocks of constant locking (Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2013;2144

Métois et al., 2016) or as interpolated maps with contour lines every 0.2 units of locking degree (Chlieh et al.,2145

2011; Schurr et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015; Hoffmann et al., 2018; Schurr et al., 2020; Jolivet et al., 2020).2146

Green lines show rupture contours of the 2014 Iquique earthquake and its largest aftershock (in the north;2147

after Schurr et al., 2014), the 2007 Tocopilla earthquake (center; after Schurr et al., 2012) and the 19952148

Antofagasta earthquake (in the south; after Ruegg et al., 1996). The upper left map shows residual gravity2149

after Bassett and Watts (2015), and contains labels for the three highly locked segments of Métois et al.2150

(2013) (Paranal, Loa, Camarones). IB - Iquique Basin.2151

2152

Figure 9.2153

Left: Map of interplate seismicity superimposed on dimmed average locking structure (see Figure 8). Epi-2154

centers of historical earthquakes (after Comte and Pardo, 1991) are shown with diamonds, epicenters of2155

instrumental earthquakes with blue stars (from ISC-GEM catalog; Storchak et al., 2013). The blue ellipse2156

is the estimated rupture size of the 1877 earthquake (after Vigny and Klein, 2022). Green stars denote epi-2157
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centers of major earthquakes from our catalog, and green contour lines show their 1 m slip contours. Right:2158

Time versus latitude for interplate seismicity. The aftershock series of the 2 major earthquakes covered2159

by our catalog, the M7.8 2007 Tocopilla event and the M8.1 2014 Iquique event with its M7.6 aftershock,2160

are clearly visible. Circle size in both subfigures scales with rupture size, scaling for the right subplot is2161

indicated in the bottom right corner.2162

2163

Figure 10.2164

a) Background seismicity (blue circles) from our catalog, plotted together with slip contours of the Iquique,2165

Tocopilla and Antofagasta earthquakes. The swath width used for the profiles in b) is indicated along the2166

coast. b) Swath profiles across the different locking models, residual gravity and normalized background2167

event density.2168

2169

Figure 11.2170

Slip and aftershocks of the M8.1 1995 Antofagasta and M7.8 2007 Tocopilla earthquakes. Green circles are2171

relocated aftershocks of the Antofagasta event (Nippress and Rietbrock, 2007); red circles are from our new2172

catalog (6 months of data from 1/11/2007 to 1/5/2008). Slip and net aseismic afterslip of the Antofagasta2173

event are from Chlieh et al. (2004), afterslip for the Tocopilla event from Béjar-Pizarro et al. (2010). The2174

slip values indicated in the boxes are in meters. The epicenters of the main shocks are shown as stars. Three2175

previous events with M>7 are also plotted (Malgrange and Madariaga, 1983; Pritchard et al., 2006). Blue2176

beachballs correspond to the Dec. 16 2007 Michilla aftershock that broke the lower plate.2177

2178

Figure 12.2179

a) Overview map of inter-, pre-, co-, and post-seismic phenomena accompanying the April 1 2014 M8.12180

Iquique earthquake. Green circles and beachballs depict events before the March 16, 2014 foreshock, red cir-2181

cles and beachballs depict foreshocks after March 16, 2014, the orange beachball shows the first and largest2182

foreshock in the upper plate. Black contours are 2 m of mainshock slip (black beachball); purple contours2183

are 0.5 m slip of the largest M7.6 aftershock on April 3, 2014 (Duputel et al., 2015). Stars depict earthquake2184

repeater sequences (Schurr et al., 2020) in the inter-seismic (green) and pre-seismic (red) periods. Symbol2185

size is scaled by number of repeaters per sequence (27). Symbol filling allows to identify clusters in (d).2186

Red ellipse outlines the aseismic slip region accompanying the foreshock sequence, as suggested by several2187

studies (Socquet et al., 2017; Kato et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2015; Ruiz et al., 2014; Twardzik et al., 2022).2188

Light green contours outline 5 mm preseismic (8 months prior to mainshock) slip (Socquet et al., 2017), blue2189

contours outline 60/80 cm postseismic slip (Hoffmann et al., 2018). The green ellipse shows the suggested2190

2-month slow slip by Boudin et al. (2022), and the dark red ellipse the suggested 2-week slow slip by the2191

same authors from tilt and GNSS. b) Time vs. latitude for the two-week foreshock sequence. Black arrow2192
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indicates the observed northward propagation of the sequence. Background arrows indicate accompanying2193

aseismic slip. c) multi-month aseismic slip precursor according to Socquet et al. (2017) and Boudin et al.2194

(2022), also showing earthquake and repeater clusters that may have set off the transients. d) Multi-year2195

time versus latitude plot showing earthquake repeater clusters. The filling of the stars is the same as in the2196

map view plot (subfigure a).2197

2198

Figure 13.2199

Published slip models for the 2014 Mw 8.1 Iquique mainshock. 1 m slip contour lines are drawn in green.2200

2201

Figure 14.2202

Series of W-E profiles through the IPOC seismicity catalog, showing earthquake hypocenters as hollow black2203

circles. In the left column, four different available models of the slab geometry, slab1.0 (Hayes et al., 2012),2204

slab2 (Hayes et al., 2018), the model derived from an earlier version of the IPOC catalog (Sippl et al., 2018)2205

as well as the model of Tassara and Echaurren (2012), are overlain. In the right column, seismicity is plotted2206

atop profile sections through the S-wave velocity model of Gao et al. (2021). Additionally, geometries of2207

the oceanic (orange) and continental (red) Moho, taken from receiver function studies, is plotted for the2208

cross sections where they are available. For the sections at 20 and 22◦S, these are taken from Sodoudi et al.2209

(2011), in the section at 21◦S the Moho geometries are from Wölbern et al. (2009). Yellow stars in the cross2210

section at 20◦S mark the hypocenters of the aftershock series of the 2005 Tarapacá earthquake (taken from2211

Peyrat et al., 2006).2212

2213

Figure 15.2214

Projection of T-axis orientations of intraslab earthquakes (mechanism compilation of Sippl et al., 2019)2215

into a W-E profile. The profile is centered at 21.5◦S, seismicity hypocenters are shown with black circles,2216

T-axis orientations are displayed with bars. Bar orientations correspond to T-axis dip angles, their lengths2217

are proportional to the in-plane part of their azimuthal orientation (azimuth 90◦ means in-plane only, i.e.2218

maximum bar length; azimuth 0◦ means azimuth perpendicular to the projection plane, i.e. shown as a dot2219

only). Bar color is green when the dip angle deviates by more than 30 degrees from the slab dip, if the2220

deviation is smaller the color is red. Blue curve shows an estimate of slab bending and unbending derived2221

from slab geometry (Sippl et al., 2022).2222

2223

Figure 16.2224

a) Map view projection of T-axis orientations (dataset of Sippl et al., 2019) for earthquakes inside the deep2225

cluster. Bar length corresponds to T-axis dip angle (full length means horizontal, minimum length means2226

vertical orientation). b) Along-strike evolution of mean T-axis azimuth (solid line; dashed lines show mean2227
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plus and minus standard deviation), computed in a 0.5◦ moving window.2228

2229

Figure 17.2230

Temporal evolution of monthly event numbers of all intermediate-depth earthquakes (blue) compared to2231

the latitudinal range of the Tarapacá rupture (red; 19.7 to 20.25◦S). The upper panel shows all events,2232

the lower one only events with magnitudes above 2.7 (the completeness magnitude estimated by Hainzl2233

et al., 2019). Total event numbers decline in the upper plot, whereas they stay largely constant in the lower2234

one, which is a hint that the detection threshold of events may have deteriorated as a consequence of chang-2235

ing network geometry. For the Tarapacá region, both plots show a clear decrease of event numbers over time.2236

2237

Figure 18.2238

Comparison of aftershock productivity for roughly similar-sized (M∼6) earthquakes from different tectonic2239

regimes. (Left) Overview map that shows the epicenters of the six investigated events in the context of2240

the entire seismicity catalog, marked by stars. Their colors indicate the classification of the events (same2241

color scheme as in Figure 4), and the number next to each event is the hypocentral depth in kilometers.2242

(Right) Magnitude-vs-time plot of events within a volume of +-20 km around each hypocenter in all three2243

dimensions. Magnitudes of all events within that volume within a timespan from one year before to two2244

years after the main event (black cross and line) are shown. Grey shading means that the catalog contains no2245

data for this time interval. Note that events 1 and 2 (situated in the upper plate and within the uppermost2246

part of the slab) feature clear aftershock series, with seismicity still clearly above background levels one year2247

after the main event. On the plate interface, aftershock series appear to decay faster but are still clearly2248

discernible, while it is hard to identify any aftershock activity in the deeper parts of the slab.2249

2250

Figure 19.2251

Comparison of published thermal models for the Northern Chile subduction zone. All models are plotted on2252

top of a seismicity W-E section at 21.5◦S. Dashed lines show isotherms every 200◦C, with coloring explained2253

in the legend at the bottom. Note that the models were produced for different latitudes, which results2254

in small geometrical discrepancies relative to the seismicity due to along-strike changes in slab shape. a)2255

Section through the 3D model of Araya Vargas et al. (2021), taken at 22◦S. b) 2D model of Cabrera et al.2256

(2021) (at ∼19◦S) c) 2D model of Springer (1999) (for ∼21◦S) d) 2D model of Wada and Wang (2009) (for2257

24◦S). Note that the lower plane of double seismic zone seismicity is situated in the vicinity of the 600◦C2258

isotherm for all models except Springer (1999), where it plots on the 400◦C isotherm.2259

2260

Figure 20.2261

Thickness of the oceanic crust of the Nazca Plate offshore Northern Chile. The background map is from2262
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Tassara et al. (2006), interpolated based on the vertices shown with colored circles. Small inverted triangles2263

are crustal thicknesses from 2D seismic velocity models based on CINCA95 reflection profiles (Patzwahl2264

et al., 1999), large inverted triangles are seismic reflection results from Ranero and Sallarès (2004, to the2265

south) and Myers et al. (2022, to the north).2266

2267

Figure 21.2268

Crustal thickness map of Northern Chile. The background map shows the interpolated map of Assumpção2269

et al. (2013), in the version modified by Rivadeneyra-Vera et al. (2019). Circles represent the crustal thick-2270

ness values that were used to derive this map, compiled from a number of seismological studies (Dorbath2271

et al., 1993; Beck et al., 1996; Yuan et al., 2000, 2002; McGlashan et al., 2008; Wölbern et al., 2009; Phillips2272

et al., 2012; Heit et al., 2014; Ryan et al., 2016). The triangles represent crustal thicknesses along the two2273

receiver function profiles of Sodoudi et al. (2011), as also shown in Figure 14.2274

2275

Figure 22.2276

Summary of seismicity and seismic velocity structure of the upper plate forearc in Northern Chile. a) Color-2277

coded hypocenters of upper plate events (class UP) in the IPOC catalog, overlain onto the 20 km depth slice2278

of the tomography model of Gao et al. (2021). As in the original study, the tomography model is shown as2279

vs determined from vSV and vSH using the Voigt average (Panning and Romanowicz, 2006), green contour2280

lines mark the velocity isolines at 3.25 and 3.75 km/s. b) Epicenters (black circles) and lower-hemisphere2281

projections of focal mechanisms (only double-couple part) from the compilation of Herrera et al. (2021)2282

that comprises the years 2005-2017 (blue), scaled by magnitude. Green focal mechanisms are from the 20012283

Aroma earthquake sequence (Legrand et al., 2007), pink ones are taken from the GEOFON database. Red2284

frame shows the extent of Figure 23. c) P-axis orientations from the focal mechanisms in subfigure b), with2285

the length of each bar representing the dip angle of the P axis as shown in the legend. Blue axes are oriented2286

closer to E-W, red axes closer to N-S. d) Projection of all hypocenters onto a single latitudinal plane. e)2287

Temporal evolution of upper plate seismicity, shown in a latitude vs. time plot.2288

2289

Figure 23.2290

Zoom-in to the region marked with a red square in Figure 22b. Shown are epicenters color-coded by hypocen-2291

tral depth, plotted on top of a topography relief map, and beachballs that show the lower-hemisphere pro-2292

jection of focal mechanisms. Locations were taken from the IPOC catalog, the focal mechanisms are from2293

Herrera et al. (2021). Dark green stars mark the location of the 2001 Mw 6.3 Aroma earthquake and its2294

largest aftershock, their locations and focal mechanisms were taken from Legrand et al. (2007). Colored2295

ellipses mark the different event clusters and are mirrored in the beachball coloring. The bottom panel is2296

a longitude-time plot that visualizes the temporal activity patterns in the area. Colored frames correspond2297
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to the clusters marked in the upper panel.2298

2299

Figure 24.2300

Upper plate seismicity and mechanisms between 20 and 22◦S. a) Epicenters color-coded for hypocentral2301

depths as well as lower-hemisphere projections of focal mechanisms plotted atop a topographic map. Loca-2302

tions are from the IPOC catalog, focal mechanisms in blue from Herrera et al. (2021). The green mechanism2303

is the 2008 Mw 5.7 Pica earthquake, taken from Herrera et al. (2023a), the purple one the 2020 Mw6.2 Rio2304

Loa earthquake taken from Tassara et al. (2022). b) Latitude vs. time plot, with the aftershock sequences2305

of the Pica and Rio Loa events highlighted by green and purple boxes, respectively. c) W-E profile through2306

the location of the 2020 Rio Loa earthquake. Red circles highlight hypocenters of events occurring within 202307

days after the main event. Dashed lines mark the approximate locations of the plate interface (blue), upper2308

(green) and lower (purple) plane of the DSZ. d) Zoom into the region marked by a red box in subfigure2309

a), showing only those events that are contained in the profile projection of subfigure e. The blue line2310

marks the profile orientation (perpendicular to the rupture plane as determined by Tassara et al., 2022), red2311

circles again mark events within 20 days after the main event. e) Profile projection as outlined in subfigure d).2312

2313

Figure 25.2314

Map view plots of event density for the different event classes. Due to the widely different seismicity rates,2315

we chose different scales for the different classes, as well as a finer grid for the intermediate-depth events2316

(ID). The upper panel shows (left) all ID events, (middle) only ID events in the deep part of the slab, i.e.2317

situated >17 km below the slab surface as defined by the IPOC slab model, and (right) only events in the2318

lower plane of the DSZ (P3). In the lower panel, we show upper plate events (UP; left), as well as overlays2319

between ID and P3 (middle) and ID, P3 and UP (right).2320

2321

Figure 26.2322

Event numbers of plate interface seismicity between 19 and 21◦S, within a ten-day moving window. a)2323

Overall event rates for the entire analyzed timespan. The red box corresponds to the zoom-in shown in2324

subfigure b). b) Zoom into the time period just after the Iquique earthquake, showing the transition from2325

an exponential decay in event numbers with time following the Omori law (green line) to a stable background2326

rate roughly equivalent to pre-main shock levels (red line).2327

2328

Figure 27.2329

Comparison of seismicity distributions of different event populations through time. Plate interface seismic-2330

ity (upper row), upper plate (center row) as well as intraslab seismicity (lower row) between 19 and 21◦S2331

are compared for the time periods before, during and after the Iquique sequence. While hypocenters are2332
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visualized with hollow circles for plate interface (blue) and upper plate (magenta) events, intraslab events2333

are shown with a color scale for event density to accommodate the much higher event numbers there. Blue,2334

green, yellow, orange and red contour lines correspond to slip contours of the 2014 Iquique earthquake (2,2335

4, 6, 8 and 10 m of slip according to the model of Duputel et al., 2015).2336

2337

Figure 28.2338

Analysis of event numbers (right column) and moment release (left column) for the entire catalog (a) as2339

well as the preparatory phase of the Iquique earthquake (b). Following the plots in Bouchon et al. (2016)2340

and Jara et al. (2017), we show intraslab earthquakes with the blue curve and plate interface earthquakes2341

with the red curve. We limited our analysis to the along-strike region between 18.5 and 21◦S, and excluded2342

the Mw 8.1 Iquique main shock as well as the Mw 7.6 aftershock from the moment summation. Only events2343

with magnitudes larger than Mc were included in the analysis. The left plot in b) is similar to Figure 3 in2344

Bouchon et al. (2016), and the cyan markers show to time periods where they inferred interaction between2345

the slab and the plate interface seismicity.2346

2347
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